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controversies (p. 4)
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VSA introduces Vietnamese culture to Baruch
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

Drones have
countless applications, from
aerial photojournalism to
emergency
healthcare.
While concerns
about their usage are valid, it is necessary to
perpetuate their use considering
the number of lives that they
could save.

BUSINESS 8
European Council re-elects
Tusk as president (p. 9)
Despite facing opposition
from his home
country of Poland, Donald
Tusk won the
re-election for
president of
the European
Council. Tusk
will now be leading the Brexit
negotiations as well as talks with
other EU member countries that
may want to leave the bloc.

ARTS & STYLE 10
The Price revival takes
Broadway stage (p. 11)
A revival of The
Price hit the
Roundabout
stage with a
lineup of big
screen actors.
Though The
Price is one of
Miller’s lesserknown plays, it brings powerful
themes to the stage, such as family, and unresolved conflict.

SCIENCE & TECH 14
Nintendo Switch console
makes debut (p. 14)
The Nintendo
Switch console
debuted March
3 after months
of anticipation.
The console
features a new
type of primary
controllers
called Joy-Cons. Available games
include Shovel Knight, Skylanders and Legend of Zelda: Breath
of the Wild.

SPORTS 17
Giants sign veteran
Marshall to team (p. 18)
Big Blue made
a splash in free
agency when it
signed league
journeyman
Brandon Marshall after his
stint with the
Jets. The receiver brings a true
wide receiver to line up opposite
Odell Beckham Jr., creating a
nightmare for opposing defenses
across the league.
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The series of workshops allowed for cultural exchange by showing oﬀ an array of Vietnamese cultural traditions.

Table tennis
team struggles
to find funding

The Vietnamese Student Association presented a series of
workshops featuring elements of
Vietnamese culture to attendees of
“Passage to Vietnam” on Thursday,
March 16, during club hours, in the
Multipurpose Room.
With the event, VSA aimed to
facilitate conversation and foster
cultural exchange between students at Baruch College and Vietnam’s culture. VSA members created tri-fold boards showcasing Vietnamese cuisine, games, language
and performances.
Members took a didactic and
interactive approach in setting up
the Multipurpose Room for interested students to easily learn and
participate.
Upon entering, passersby noticed three standing tri-fold boards
that illustrated studying abroad in
Vietnam and two cuisines specific
to the Southeast Asian country.
One board featured fun facts
and recipes for Vietnamese iced
coffee, known as ca phe da. One
side of the board was dedicated to
frequently asked questions, such
as why the process of roasting the
coffee beans is preferred in Vietnam.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Art-a-Thon activites engage students

JONATHAN SPERLING
NEWS EDITOR
In order to pay nearly $3,000
in costs associated with attending the 2017 National Collegiate
Table Tennis Association championships, Baruch’s table tennis
team must pay out of pocket.
Despite attempts to secure
funding via the Undergraduate Student Government and
Dean of Students Art King, the
team was unable to do so because it receives its budget via
The Department of Athletics &
Recreation and not the Office of
Student Life, according to team
captain Sean Reddy.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
OPINIONS

Registration
inconveniences
students
DAVON SINGH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

T

he most anger-inducing
and stressful time is making its way back to Baruch:
registration.
With the current system,
there are winners and losers.
Although the date at which one
may register is determined either by class standing or scholarships, the time at which one
may register seems to be completely random. Even finding
out when one’s registration date
is requires extraneous effort.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Romero performed a musical piece originally written by his father on a melodica in the 25th Street Plaza.
BY THE EDITORIAL BOARD
Art-a-Thon, a day-long event
at Baruch College celebrating arts
and literature, invited curious students to explore and participate in
a multitude of activities, such as
marathon novel reading, musical
analysis, poetry readings and sonnet dissection.
One of the first activities was a
lesson in blues music, a session led

by Anne Swartz, chair of the department of the fine and performing arts.
Swartz began the event by
walking students through the very
basics of piano playing on a Steinway & Sons grand piano. These
basics included finding Middle C,
general hand placement, timing
rests and understanding musical
measures. As students progressed,
Swartz helped them through play-

ing 12 measures from sheet music.
The two hour long event was
one of 15 activities featured in the
Weissman School of Arts and Sciences’ first-ever Art-a-Thon, which
coincided with National Arts Advocacy Day. According to Swartz,
the event served to show students,
“that they can do anything they
want in music.”

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 13

Neuroscience plays role in interpreting human intentions
Baruch College hosted a talk titled “Neuroculture—Neuroscience and the Law: Are We There Yet?,” in the
Engelman Recital Hall on March 9, as a part of Brain Awareness Week 2017. The purpose of the talk was to begin
a discourse on whether or not neuroscience should be implemented into decision-making when it comes to
interpreting human intentions and culpability.
The two guest presenters were Jed S. Rakoff, the U.S. district judge of the Southern District of New York and
Jennifer Mangels, a Baruch professor and neuroscientist.
Rakoff was nominated for the district judge position by former president Bill Clinton in 1995, gaining senior
status in 2010. He also taught at Columbia Law School and is currently on the governing board of the MacArthur
Foundation’s Law & Neuroscience Project.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Edit-a-thon fills in the blanks of women's history

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
VICTORIA MERLINO
Baruch College received
top rankings among the 377
schools on U.S. News & World
Report’s 2018 graduate school
list. The Zicklin School of Business ranked first for both fulltime and part-time Master of
Business Administration programs among public institutions
in New York City and New York
state. Nationally, the program
ranked 32nd among public institutions and 57th among institutions overall, moving ahead
28 spots from its previous position at the 85th spot in 2016. The
Marxe School of Public and International Affairs also garnered
top honors, with its Master of
Public Affairs program ranking
first among New York City public
universities and second among
all institutions in New York City.
The program also ranked 45th
nationally.
_______________________
The Godwin-Ternbach Museum at Queens College received a
donation of 85 Egyptian Coptic
textiles, with most of the textiles
dating from the third to the seventh century CE. Gifted to the
museum by the estate of Rose
Choron, the collection of textiles
encompasses Egyptian, Greek
and Roman influences, as well as
pagan and Christian influences
and stands as a major expansion
of the museum's textile holdings.
Motifs exhibited in the textiles
include floral designs, geometric
patterns, mythological figures,
narrative depictions of human
subjects, peacocks and tigers. In
modern times, the term “Coptic”
refers to “Christian Egyptians,”
but originally the word “Copt”
meant “Egyptian,” derived from
Greek and Arabic.
_______________________

BY MAYA YEGOROVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The Equality Archive Women’s
History Wikipedia Edit-a-thon took
place at Baruch College on Thursday, March 9, during club hours.
This was an all-day event dedicated
to improving Wikipedia entries on
topics linked to the people, history
and issues surrounding women’s
history in the United States.
The objective of the Equality
Archive Women’s History Edit-athon was to assist participants in
expanding the ability to edit and
revise articles on Wikipedia, to
cultivate the skill to report facts
accurately and to expand the clarity of people, history and struggles
involving women in history. Professor Shelly Eversley, founder of
equalityarchive.com, stressed that
editing articles on Wikipedia is a
vital practice that educators appreciate: creating awareness that is
defended by reliable sources.
Eversley opened the event by
revealing that women are absent
from history on Wikipedia: less
than 10 percent of its contributors
were female and only 16 percent of
the biographies on Wikipedia involved women in 2015.
“I hope there is a feminist intervention to stop gender inequality
in the U.S.,” Eversley stated.
She additionally revealed that
the idea for this event originated
after Equality Archive was invited
to present at Wikimedia NYC. They
collaborated to create this Edit-athon.
“There is a disparity of events
regarding activism from women
of color and non-English speakers on this largest online reference source. During the 1960 Miss
America pageant, there was a Miss
Black America pageant and protests happening nearby. But this is
not mentioned in the Wikipedia ar-

ticle. We believe that we can transform the world. This is a good time
to try something new because this
has never been done at Baruch,”
Eversley expressed.
To get started, participants
checked in and signed up for a
Wikipedia account. Instructions
on how to edit Wikipedia were offered at every hour on the hour.
Participants were encouraged to
look over a training guide created
by Art + Feminism for further clarification. Students were urged to
get involved in a training session if
they had an hour, add citations to
an article in their region of proficiency if they had 90 minutes, add
a well-cited paragraph to an article
if they had two hours and create a
new article if they had two to three
hours.
Participants were then guided
on how to navigate their account.
If they wanted to cite Equality Archive, they were instructed to find
the portion they wished to cite and
copy the Uniform Resource Locator. After posting it, they needed
to save their changes and write a
summary to briefly describe their
changes. They were further given
the opportunity to use hashtag
options such as #EA201703. If
they clicked view history, it would
show their changes, the date and
time they added it and their profile
name.
The articles to revise on Wikipedia included the Asian-American
movement, the Black Power movement, Fire Island, Kathleen Collins,
Georgia Gilmore, Martha Gonzalez, Kimberle Williams, Miss America, Our Bodies, Ourselves, Shirley
Clarke, Stonewall, Third-person
pronoun and Women of All Red
Nations. Students were taught that
they could improve these articles
using the corresponding Equality Archive entry. Eversley demonstrated this by directing students
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Participants in the Edit-a-thon contributed content related to women's history.
to the Wikipedia entry on Fire Island on one tab and then opening
a new tab on the Equality Archive
titled Fire Island. She was then able
to add a citation on the Wikipedia
Fire Island page using the parallel
Equality Archive entry. She focused
on a subtext of that particular article, the hamlet of Fire Island pines
and added an additional sentence
on this page—“Fire Island Pines
along with the adjoining Cherry
Grove are the areas most strongly
associated with the gay community
on Fire Island.” She made a citation
to finish, all courtesy of the Equality
Archive entry. To further highlight

the goals of the Edit-a-thon, she
added a citation from the Equality
Archive entry #NotYourSidekick to
the Asian-American movement
Wikipedia page.
Students followed her example
and used her work as an outline
and inspiration when they began
to work on articles independently.
There were volunteers on hand to
answer their questions about Wikipedia or analysis.
“It is empowering to see what
you leave. Knowledge is a collective practice and it is important to
have the power to create it,” Eversley said.

VSA walks students through Vietnamese culture, food
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

City College of New York biologist Sally Hoskins received
the 2017 Genetics Society of
America’s Elizabeth W. Jones
Award for Excellence in Education. The award recognizes
Hoskins’ work developing the
CREATE method, which stands
for Consider, Read, Elucidate
hypotheses, Analyze and interpret data and Think of the
next Experiment. The CREATE
method promotes both critical thinking skills in students
and a stronger understanding
of science research. Students
learn about the scientific research process through analyzing primary scientific literature
and interpreting the data. The
CREATE method has been adopted nationally by colleges
across the United States and
over 100 faculty members from
colleges throughout the nation
have attended workshops led by
Hoskins on the method.
_______________________
CUNY campuses were closed
citywide on March 14 after the
National Weather Service issued
a blizzard warning for New York
City from midnight on March 14
to midnight on March 15. Snowfall was expected to reach 12 to
20 inches across the city and
public transportation routes
were altered in preparation
the storm. However, only 4 to 8
inches of snow fell across New
York City, according to reports
by federal weather officials. At
Baruch College, all classes were
canceled for the day, as well as
all club and student life events.
All CUNY schools reopened on
March 15 and all classes continued as scheduled.

"Roasting, introduced by the
French, estimates the acidity found
in coffee, thus creating a caramel/
chocolaty [sic] flavor,” the board
read.
Interested students also had
the opportunity to conduct a minitaste test, in which a representative offered cups of Vietnamese
iced coffee and iced coffee from
Dunkin’ Donuts to determine any
differences.
“I like that VSA combined interactive components with visual and
more informative pieces. I sort of
detect the difference between the
two coffees, but maybe I’m just
tired and coffee tastes like coffee to
me,” junior Jun Tun Li said.
Another tri-fold board explained how to make summer rolls
and the traditional accompanying
dipping sauce from scratch. Ingredients for do-it-yourself summer
rolls were also provided on neighboring tables.
Blossoming linguists engirdled
the tri-fold board dedicated to the
language of Vietnam. Taped to the
board was a print-out of common
Vietnamese terms that curious students studied in the brief session
that were there.
Some VSA members manned a
station that encouraged students to
create paper lanterns. Ordinarily,
lanterns in Vietnam are made from
silky material and come in a range
of sizes and shapes, according to
one of the instructors. True to their
historical roots, the paper lanterns
varied greatly in appearance. These
lanterns are typically designed for
special festivals and occasions.
Another station challenged participants to try their luck in a game
referred to as “Squash-Crab-FishTiger” in English. A special die with
six images is tossed. These images
correspond to one of six animals,
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Students were able to taste test Vietnamese iced coﬀee and learn how to make traditional Vietnamese summer rolls.
which are blown up in size on an
accompanying paper game board.
The objective of the game is to
correctly bet on which image the
die will present. The more correct
times the better accurately predicts
the die’s image, the more money
the better will win.
“The game was interesting, I
think. My mom is Vietnamese but
I haven’t played it at home or anything. I don’t think I’m that good
and we didn’t play for money,” Car-

la Vanuez said. “If we had, I would
have lost a lot of money.”
Other students took part in a
Vietnamese fan dance, in which
participants received a pair of colorful fans and mimicked the instructors’ moves. The fan dance
does not have a specific style to it,
rather, it varies depending on the
region in which it is performed.
Traditionally, it is performed in
large settings like festivals and operas. Some more formal dances can

be performed on royal grounds.
Though she did not participate
in the dance activity, Vanuez said
that her mother frequently tells
her stories of how she used to be
forced into learning the fan dance.
Vanuez’s grandmother perceived
the fan dance with high regard,
having performed it herself when
she was young. Aside from the activities, VSA members also handed
out Vietnamese food to students as
an additional cultural experience.
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HSA invites students to observe Holi Baruch table tennis team
struggles to find funding

BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
The Hindu Student Association hosted a tabling event titled
“What’s Holi?” on March 16, informing Baruch College students
of the Hindu spring festival of Holi
through small activities and food.
Also known as the “Festival
of Colors,” Holi is traditionally a
Hindu holiday celebrated by those
in India and Nepal, though it has
become popular with many nonHindu people in South Asia and
beyond. Meant to celebrate the
arrival of spring and the start of a
new year, the festival includes celebrants throwing colored powders
on one other to represent flowers
blooming, the harvest season and
the varying colors associated with
spring. Food, dance and music are
also included in celebrations.
“You don’t have to be spiritual
to [participate in Holi], you just
need to be social which is a lot what
Hinduism is about—being part of a
community and participating in
it and having a give-and-take relationship,” said Alba Rajanibala,
president of HSA.
The table was split up into four
different activities to which students could walk up and which
they could participate. One activity
invited students to paint a minicanvas with a reason why they were
looking forward to spring. HSA
members would then take a photo
of each student’s canvas and post it
to Instagram, with the student with
the most votes on Instagram winning a prize.
Another activity was a face
painting contest, allowing students
to pair together and paint one
other’s faces around the theme of
spring, to win prizes. HSA also gave
out mandala coloring booklets
and crayons for students to color
after the tabling, as well as serving

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
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HSA's tabling for Holi invited Baruch students to learn more about the festival.
chaat—a dish that uses a samosa
as a base and layers different chutneys and toppings.
“We’re just informing the Baruch community about what [Holi]
means to the Hindu population in
New York and Baruch,” said Rajanibala about the tabling.
Due to the ongoing construction on the 25th Street Plaza, HSA
is not allowed to have its “Holi on
the Plaza” event, where students
could participate in Holi by throwing colored powder on one other,
according to Rajanibala. HSA will
be unable to host the “Holi on the
Plaza” event at Baruch even after
construction is completed, due
to the type of pavement being installed in the plaza.
For this year, explained Rajanibala, HSA hopes to host its Holi
event at Queens College, in conjunction with the Queens College

chapter of HSA. Paperwork for the
event has been filed and is pending
approval as of press time.
“It’s kind of bittersweet. We can
open it up to more CUNY students,
but we can’t host it at Baruch and it
won’t be just a Baruch thing, which
it was before,” said Rajanibala
about moving the event to another
CUNY campus.
She was disappointed that HSA
was forced to move the Holi event,
as “Holi on the Plaza” garnered
much recognition at Baruch in the
past from students.
It is unclear if the prohibition of
plaza events extends only to “Holi
on the Plaza” or has greater implications for other club and campus
events.
As of press time, the Office of
Student Life could not be reached
for comment in regard to the situation.

The issue began earlier in the
year after the team placed first in the
New York City Downtown Division
and earned a direct qualification
for the Northeast Regional Championships in upstate New York. It
also placed first and subsequently
qualified for the NCTTA championships in Eau Claire, Wisconsin. The
NCTTA set the deadline for the tournament’s registration payment on
March 14, approximately one week
after the team qualified, according
to Reddy.
At this point, the team had exhausted nearly all of its yearly $2,000
equipment budget on creating team
uniforms and registration fees for
other tournaments.
“It didn’t really give Baruch all
that much time to divvy up funds
to sponsor the team, but I tried going through USG and Athletics …
What I was asking for was going to
be $1,785.60 and that would cover
airfare for four players and two hotel
rooms for four nights in Wisconsin,”
said Reddy.
Reddy noted that the team requested additional funding from
Athletics, but faced difficulty.
“I had given advanced notice to
the Athletics department that we
were going to nationals at the beginning of last semester because our
team was a pretty strong team that
represents Baruch. They knew this
since last semester and basically
they can’t give budget away until
we get that invitation to nationals,
which happened to be a last-minute
thing,” said Reddy.
Daniel Dornbaum, president of
USG explained why USG could not
help the team.
“They can’t co-sponsor with us
because it isn’t an event on campus,

they can’t appeal to us because they
don’t have a budget through the Office of Student Life. Their budget is
under Athletics, so Athletics must
appeal to the board of directors for
that line,” said Dornbaum. “Their
support must come from Athletics
appealing to the Board of Directors.”
In the absence of funding, Reddy
has looked for help outside of the
usual channels. He began a GoFundMe page on March 10 that has
garnered $200 in donations as of
press time. In addition, Hillel at Baruch has offered the team $200.
Reddy also approached several
table tennis clubs that he frequents,
including the the American Asian
Cultural Center Tribeca, located in
Flushing. The club’s owner, Robert
Chen, offered to donate $400 to the
team. However, these donations are
still not enough to cover the approximately $2,700 in total costs needed
for the trip. Airfare alone will cost
the club approximately $1,600 and
the team must make a hotel reservation by Monday, March 20, according to Reddy. He has paid part of the
costs out of his own pocket.
Those interested in donating
through Athletics to benefit the
team can send donations in the
form of cash or a check addressed to
Baruch College, with “table tennis
team” written in the memo.
The team reportedly encountered a similar issue during the
Spring 2016 semester, when its
budget was transferred from the
Athletics Department to the Division of Student Affairs. The transfer
occurred immediately before the
team was invited to the 2016 NCTTA
championships in Texas. The team
was able to resolve the issue and
attend the championships thanks
to efforts from King and Jose Arias,
executive administrative assistant to
the vice president.
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Student Life must reschedule
Club Fair after snowstorm
Baruch College’s Club Fair allows all active clubs to market themselves to anxious freshmen starting their undergraduate careers, transfer students seeking to build a new foundation and upperclassmen
desperate to soak in as much as possible before graduating. Due to a
blizzard on Feb. 9, the event, hosted once a semester by the Office of
Student Life, was canceled. Failure to reschedule the Club Fair cost all
registered clubs the opportunity to attract new members.
Due to the storm, The Vagina Monologues, hosted by the Health &
Wellness Center, was also canceled. However, the event was swiftly rescheduled and performed the following week. It received additional
support from The Gender, Love and Sexuality Spectrum and was able
to proceed without major complications. Though the Club Fair is larger
in scale and requires a great amount of coordination among club leaders and Student Life, an event directly organized and hosted by OSL
should be prioritized.
The lack of apparent effort to reschedule the Club Fair forces students to question how OSL will respond to future school closures and
canceled events. A snowstorm on March 14 forced the postponement
of a sit-down conversation with licensed physician assistant Linda
Baptiste about avoiding illnesses and promoting healthy habits. In addition, the second-floor lobby was due to host a four-hour fundraiser
for Relay for Life, one of the school’s largest fundraising campaigns.
Whether OSL can reschedule these events or whether it even has contingency plans in place for the unavoidable remains unknown.
The Club Fair can be the first step a student takes in developing
meaningful professional and personal relationships. Participation
grants students the opportunity to discover niche interests they never
knew they had or find like-minded individuals they otherwise would
not know. Club leaders can serve as mentors and provide a welcoming space for networking and socialization. The strong sense of kinship
fostered by club participation makes students well-rounded members
of the community and more likely to enjoy their experience at Baruch.
Without club life, Baruch would be reduced to the “commuter
school” cliche that is so often attached to it. Many students are already
reluctant to venture into club life because they are buried under piles of
schoolwork. With over 160 active clubs, parsing through all the options
can be a daunting task. The Club Fair relieves students of that burden
and encourages them to dive headfirst. Failing to reschedule the event
makes it even more challenging for students to thrive in a competitiondriven school.

Headscarf reference creates division
The European Court of Justice, the European Union’s highest court,
ruled in support of companies that ban their workers from wearing
“visible religious symbols,” The Guardian reported on March 14.
It is important to note that the ruling only supports companies that
ban all religious symbols, rather than companies that only ban garments like the hijab. However, several media outlets, including The
Guardian, chose to include the word “headscarf” in their headlines.
The word choice in these headlines may have been caused by the timing of the ruling as it follows Belgium and France’s national bans on the
burkini and burqa, bans established by Cannes and a few other cities
on the French Riviera.
This dangerous trend sends a message that anti-Muslim sentiments
are on the rise in the European Union. For years, western European
countries were the bastion of progressive liberal thought. Two years of a
crippling refugee crisis, however, were enough to erase that reputation.
France, Germany and Italy are currently bracing for elections. In at
least two of these countries, right-wing politicians have a real possibility of winning. As such, people all over the world are slowly witnessing
the European Union’s ideological shift that is in direct opposition of the
organization’s founding principles of religious freedom.
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Drone flaws should not hinder usage
Despite any drawbacks, drone activity has boomed and demonstrated its advantages in times of crises

A

t first, drones were perceived
as tools that government
agencies used in order to spy
on people. Over the years, drones
have evolved to serve many purposes and have become inexpensive and accessible utilities. People
have even begun to adopt them as
highly functioning cameras.
The reliance of drones in journalism, filming and, of course,
aerial photography is gradually increasing. In the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, officials used drones
to film skiing and snowboarding
events, primarily because humans
could not withstand such dangerous heights.
Drones have boomed in popularity. Organizations and manufacturers are getting into drones,
either for business, pleasire or
science. In 2011, for example, the
Professional Society of Drone Journalists was established to create an
“ethical, educational and technological framework for the emerging
field of drone journalism.”
In addition to being a tool of
luxury, drones are able to administer disaster management, such as
search and rescue and healthcare
assistance. Drones can be extremely accurate when it comes to forecasting potential natural disasters,
which is extremely complicated
and time-consuming.
According to Discover magazine, “Researchers analyze a mindwarping array of data that constantly stream from the sky, ocean,

and earth captured by everything
from satellites to drones … Today,
better simulation models and instruments and new research into
geophysical and atmospheric dynamics are ushering in a new era of
natural hazard forecasting.”
Drones can quickly provide
geographical information in the aftermath of a disaster because their
technology enables them to navigate the debris. Drones also will
not drown out the voices crying for
help and can be deployed by teams
that are working a specific area.
Since drones are equipped with
high-definition cameras and radars, they can give rescue access to
a higher field view without the need
for wasting money or resources on
staffed helicopters. Drones are also
incredibly beneficial because their
small size allows their cameras to
provide close-up views of areas
where larger aerial workers could
not due to dangerous constraints.
Additionally, thermal sensors
allow drones to quickly discover
the location of missing people.
Drones can also be used to drop
in supplies to people stuck in unreachable locations.
Although drones have many
positive attributes for society, they
have earned a reputation as nuisances due to safety hazard issues
and privacy concerns. In March
2016, Business Insider reported
that a Maryland inmate was convicted again for collaborating with
two other men to use a drone to

smuggle drugs and pornography
into the prison.
These cases show that drones
can have negative effects if they
land in the possession of people
with sinister intentions. Drones
can also prove inadvertently harmful to civilians. The Washington
Post published an article about a
drone that made its way into the
premises of an outdoor music festival and injured a bystander. Surely,
such an act was merely a mistake,
but mistakes like this lead people
to draw negative conclusions about
drones. Furthermore, privacy concerns have arisen because people
assume that drones are often used
to stalk and harass citizens. This is
a major controversy in drone usage
and it is perhaps the biggest point
of concern for most people.
Drones are still beneficial to
society despite any controversial
behavior they may exhibit. Every
drone owner has to follow a set of
laws. The intention behind these
laws is to reduce drone crimes.
Drones that weight between .55
and 55 pounds must be registered.
The registration number must be
placed on all drones. Failure in
drone registration results in either
three years in prison or $250,000
in fines.
While drones can pose difficulties and challenges, they are ultimately useful and innovative.
-Stephanie Edwards
English '18

Disney film needs better LGBT portrayal
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

OPINIONS PAGE POLICY

The Ticker welcomes comments, suggestions and information
about errors from students and faculty members. Letters may
be emailed to opinions@theticker.org or delivered to The Ticker
oﬃce. Letters should be under 400 words, must be signed, and
will appear, space-permitting. The editor reserves the right to
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T

he world will see a highly
anticipated live action version of Beauty and the Beast,
originally released in 1991 as an
animated film on March 17.
In an interview, director Bill
Condon said that the film will have
Disney's first "exclusively gay moment," according to Vulture. LeFou, played by Josh Gad, would be
Disney's first LGBT character. His
character has strong romantic feelings toward the character Gaston,
played by Luke Evans. Considering
LeFou’s almost affectionate approbation of Gaston in the 1991 animated film, the gay moment is not
surprising. However, it was not met
with universal approval.
First, a drive-in movie theater
in Alabama came into the spotlight after its supervisors refused to
screen the film due to the fact that
there is a gay character. Managers
at the theater claimed that the film
does not promote wholesome family values. In an interview with The
New York Times, Henagar Drive-

In owner Carol Laney defended
herself from being labeled a bigot,
saying that she has homosexual
friends whom she loves but she has
to follow the "word of God.” Ironically, the human-beast relationship does not bother the owners.
The most passionate reaction
came from Russia, where display
of any homosexuality is practically
illegal. Lawmaker Vitaly Milonov
requested that the Russian Culture
Ministry block the film in Russian
cinemas. Milonov is known for
such discriminatory views, as he
has pioneered the infamous "homosexuality propaganda" bill.
The bill criminalized any display of same-sex affection to minors, thus sparking a national spike
in homophobia and establishing
precedent for vague interpretation
of the law. The film did receive an
age rating in Russia, citing that anybody younger than 16 was prohibited from watching the movie.
The whole premise behind the
story should be universal love,

where everyone should be free to
love whomever he or she decides
and be happy no matter what
members of the society think. Considering the plot pivots around a
woman who falls in love with an
animal, picking out the appearance
of a gay character is not just petty
and foolish, but is also missing the
point that the storyline preaches.
Problematically, Disney's first
gay character is a flamboyant and
effeminate sidekick who is attracted only to Gaston's masculinity.
However, such reactions from
Alabama and Russia are an important reminder that people and allies who strive for acceptance still
have a long road to travel. Contrarily, it is important to note that Disney’s inclusion of even minor LGBT
representation is a small, but much
needed step in the right direction.
However, more progress can still
be made.
-Maxim Ibadov
Arts Administration '19
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Boycotts tamper with free market
Students should urge
THE POLITICKER
BPAC to prioritize clubs
THE USG REPORT

DANIEL DORNBAUM

T

he performing and visual
arts at Baruch College are
often overlooked due to
Baruch’s large percentage of business students. We are all aware
that the college holds a reputation
as a business-oriented school but
over the past few months, the Undergraduate Student Government,
along with student clubs and
members of the Baruch administration, have made it a priority
to highlight our student artists by
fostering creative outlets for them
to showcase their work.
Earlier in the year, USG reestablished our Arts Committee, which has been leading this
change. In early March, USG
teamed up with the Weissman
School of Arts and Sciences to
put on an Art-A-Thon for all Baruch students. Activities spanned
throughout the entire day and included art exhibitions in the Newman Library, student poetry readings and much more.
In February, USG teamed up
with The Gender, Love and Sexuality Spectrum to put on the show
The Last Five Years.
Student productions are not
new to Baruch. Last year, directed
by professor Dominique Plaisant,
Baruch students preformed Rent
to sold-out audiences in Mason

Hall, our largest performance
venue. Last week, USG hosted
Baruch’s Got Talent, our annual
showcase of student performing
arts. Performances ranged from
spoken word and modern dance
to incredible vocals and instrumentals by all participants.
As the weather gets warmer, we
will undoubtedly bring back our
Chalk Drawing Festival and our
outdoor pop-up performances.
Throughout the year, our clubs
put on incredible performances
as well. Many clubs host fashion
shows featuring student designers,
competitions with Baruch student
performers and even performances by some of the hottest artists.
Clubs and performers try and
take advantage of the Baruch Performing Arts Center but their budgets often do not allow them to
fund shows to their best potential.
At times, they cannot even book
the space due to the prioritization
of outside renters. USG works with
clubs to fund these events, but
often it is difficult for us to gauge
how much they will need as they
do not yet have the space reserved.
If we want to see our college
become a space where all students have an outlet to express
themselves artistically, we need
further support from our partners
in BPAC.
Offering discounted or free
rates to student groups and prioritizing clubs over outside organizations would greatly help
clubs and students channel their
artistic abilities.
Daniel Dornbaum is the president of USG. He can be reached at
daniel.dornbaum@usgbaruch.
com. His office is located at 3-272
in the Newman Vertical Campus.

ERIC BUTKIEWICZ

T

he boycott is a powerful tool
in modern political society.
With the widespread popularity of social media, individuals
can now collaborate on a scale
that was not possible a mere 10
years ago.
Modern social media allows
massive numbers of people to
come together at a moment’s notice to work toward a common
goal. This is the community organizer’s fantasy.
However, even for someone
not involved in this breakthrough
in communication, it is hard to
argue that it is a bad thing. Of
course, there are the occasional
rapid reactionary consequences
of mass hysteria but, as a whole,
so much good can be done by connecting the world together that
these unfortunate occurrences
are outweighed. A network of 10
can now be turned into an army of
thousands.
This ability to connect has laid
the groundwork for a massive ability to boycott. The ability to financially starve opponents small and
large is more accessible than ever.
Medieval warriors realized centuries ago that even the largest city
can fall to a much weaker army because of a thorough siege. Smaller adversaries cower at just the
thought of such a conflict. Modern
organizers are basing their boycotts on the same principle, but

Police forces require more oversight
Racial profiling crisis leads to the NYPD conceding to installing long-overdue, third-party monitorship

I

n its attempts to settle a federal court case regarding the
surveillance of Muslim communities, the NYPD has conceded
to greater, more vigorous oversight
from an outside party. After a decade of spying on these communities, along with reckless disregard
for constitutional freedoms, the
department has come under increased scrutiny from the Federal
District Court and Judge Charles S.
Haight Jr.
The current settlement proposed by the city would give authority to a civilian lawyer appointed by the mayor to raise questions
about ongoing investigations. It
would also give the lawyer the
power to report questionable behaviors or problems and file yearly
objections with the courts.
Proponents of this proposition
correctly believe that third-party
oversight will help lead to a cutback
in spying and other questionable
tactics that violate federal laws. As
a city and nation, it is necessary
to move forward with increased
regulation of police departments
in order to eliminate racial profiling as well as the infringement on
freedoms that have become all too
common for New Yorkers.
Over the last decade, the NYPD
has engaged in egregious surveillance and immoral racial profiling
of Muslims and Muslim institutions. Following the 9/11 terrorist
attacks, the NYPD, with the help of
federal agencies, began using controversial investigative tactics.
The creation of the Demographics Unit only furthered the
epidemic of racial profiling as it
monitored Muslims and mosques,
which it deemed to be “potential
terrorist organizations.”
These tactics are constitutionally unacceptable and the introduc-

tion of an independent monitor
for the NYPD will prevent future
violations.
Police investigated entire communities because of a shared religion and regional origin, which
constitutes racial profiling and
constitute a violation of freedoms
guaranteed in the Constitution.
Government interference in religious matters in this regard is blatant profiling and only serves to
hurt the integrity of a nation that
characterizes itself as “free.”
Opponents argue that more
oversight would only encourage
those who already pose a threat to
safety. This assertion is demonstrably false.
The tactics used by the police
department were ineffective in
fighting the very “threat” that they
were assigned to prevent. In 2012,
Assistant Chief Thomas Galati indicated that he believed the spying
done on conversations between
Middle Easterners had not resulted in a single investigation.
He indicated that he “…never
made a lead from rhetoric that
came from a Demographics report
… I don’t recall other ones prior to
my arrival.” Individuals and locations were labeled as threats solely
as a result of religion or language.
The efforts by the NYPD have been
ineffective in making the city safer
from terrorism while simultaneously curbing the freedoms of
many New Yorkers.
In addition, improved safety
is not reason enough to act. For
example, a mandatory curfew or
the quartering of soldiers in private homes without consent may
make citizens safer, but the cost of
freedom was long ago deemed too
high. One must consider this same
reasoning as the United States decides if safety is justification for

decreased accountability of the
police force.
Opponents who argue that increased oversight of police will
lead to increased danger also must
consider the consequences of targeting innocent Muslims.
Extremist Muslim groups feed
off ever-growing hatred toward
the United States. The targeting
of Muslims will serve as a recruitment tactic for these groups and
may lead to even greater threats of
terrorism.
Other objectors to increased
police oversight may argue that
transferring power to a civilian can
be dangerous. Of course, there is
the potential for outside or conflicting interests, but it is imperative that citizens empower a third
party to have influence over a
government entity that, without
check, can wield unregulated and
freedom-impinging power.
The decision to expand oversight of the police department will
undoubtedly have implications
beyond Muslim-American communities. It can also facilitate reduction in stop-and-frisk, a practice that has violated the rights of
people of color.
Increased oversight has the
potential to assuage many of the
racial tensions that currently exist between civilians and police. It
may also lead to a stricter adherence to the Handschu Guidelines,
which limited police involvement
in political activity.
Greater, more vigorous oversight is necessary to protect the
freedoms of all U.S. citizens, especially in the world today where
anger, fear and tension are at an
all-time high.
-Michael Giusetti
Marketing Analytics '18

the opponents are dissonant individuals and businesses.
This approach is widely touted
as a free market form of protest
that exercises every person’s right
to free speech. This could not be
further from the truth. The boycott results in a failure of the free
market and is a bastardization of
free speech. It is merely a form of
coercion. There is no essence of
freedom in this model and no arguments are being made.
Just as a siege forces a city into
submission, a boycott forces an
opponent to obey. The same principle applies to both situations:
surrender or be destroyed.
The main purpose of the free
market is to produce the best quality goods for the cheapest price.
This is achieved through competition between producers and a
well-informed consumer base that
possesses the ability to objectively
compare products.
The better brand is monetarily
supported by the consumer’s purchase. By entangling politics with
the market, a major negative externality is produced. The ability to
objectively compare products no
longer exists and, subsequently,
the best producer does not always
receive the highest revenue.
The negative externality of public opinion allows inferior goods to
be valued higher and the superior
goods of other producers to be valued lower. In effect, lower quality
goods can be sold for higher prices
and the free market ends up failing.
Of course, situations like these are
never absolute and the real world
does not exist solely in extremes,
but the concept remains: boycotts
are not a free market solution.
Free speech, in concept, holds
that everyone has the right to
speak his or her mind. Following
this basis, it is easy to believe that
a boycott is in line with this idea. If

an individual has a problem with
another individual or company,
the solution is to stop doing business with that individual or company. At its core this is just a pure
freedom of association.
Once behavior is weaponized
on a mass level, it is no longer a liberty that belongs to the individual.
Rather, it becomes a subversive
tool of the collective. The boycott
allows the collective to forcibly
coerce all opponents into submission. No person is free when the
decisions they make are forced under intimidation.
So, how can someone healthily
express his or her opinions while
respecting the rights of others
and ensuring that the free market
works closest to its maximum potential? In this case, the answer is
simple: political disagreements
and purchasing decisions must
be kept separate. Of course, this is
not a practical solution as human
emotions are tied so closely to the
decision-making process.
It is time to stop misleading society, especially the youth, on the
ideological basis of boycotts. These
are not harmless forms of self-expression. Rather, they are a form of
economic intimidation forcing all
those who disagree to submit. Neither ideas nor discourse matter.
A boycott does not care who
has the best ideas or who makes
the best product. Let civilians rise
above this combatant nature of
humanity and fight their battles in
the marketplace of ideas and not in
the coliseum of intimidation.
Eric is a Public Affairs student who
is active in organizations including
the Baruch College Republicans
and the Honors Student Council. Outside of college, he recently
founded a nonprofit, Doxa, which
aims to increase “debate, discourse
and citizenship.”

Women's Day does not
call for day off from work
My grandmother told my mother when she got her first job out of
college, “Prepare to work twice as
hard to go half as far.” The statement was not meant to be sexist or
degrading. To her, it was a simple
fact of life. It was something my
mother was told to just accept.
Since the beginning of organized society, women have been
struggling to win equal rights and
fair treatment. What is truly discouraging is that this fight is still
happening.
In some countries, women
still have to fight for basic human
rights, while in others, women
fight to be treated as equal to men.
Though the struggle is still very
much ongoing, the gender gap
in the United States is getting increasingly smaller every day.
On March 8, International
Women’s Day, people around the
world remembered and honored
all the women who have fought for
justice.
Women today do not have to
fight for the right to vote in many
developed nations, but they still
have to fight for things like equal
pay and fairer treatment.
Many women who demand
these rights use International
Women’s Day as a form of protest.
Protesters turned International
Women’s Day into a “day without
a woman,” when many women
chose to stay home from work to
show the impact they have in the
workforce. Some school districts in
Maryland, North Carolina and Virginia were forced to close because
they could not staff the schools.
This is not what the women
who protested before this generation of women would have wanted.
On this day, the women of
years past would have wanted
modern women to go to work and

sit among the men doing the jobs
that these women were prohibited
from doing during their lives.
They would not have wanted
young girls in school to miss a day
of education and would have recognized that every single day in
the classroom is valuable because,
for so many women around the
world, the inside of a classroom is
something they would never be allowed to see.
In many countries, young girls
still cannot get an education—
shutting down schools to protest
that is simply counterproductive.
With such a large gender pay
gap, of course women still need
to speak up and fight for fair
treatment. It is necessary for women to fight in order to close the
wage gap and end gender-based
discrimination.
There are women who are
killed in many parts of the world
simply because of their gender.
Women fight and protest because
they have been treated as secondclass citizens for far too long and it
is time for equality.
However, International Women’s Day should not be a day of
protest. It should be a day on
which people think reverently
about the women who fought
for the rights modern women
have today.
It should be a day on which
people kiss their mothers and
grandmothers and thank them for
doing their part. It should be a day
on which women walk proudly
into work and honor of all the
women who were forced to stay
home while their husbands went
to work because, all too often, they
still have to do so.
-Deanna Pisacreta
Economics '20
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Missile crisis calls for new approach

Coke stirs controversy

The deployment of new missile systems by the United States heightens tensions throughout East Asia

Soda company draws awareness to repression of LGBT community

A

oca-Cola is a company
that has been quintessential Americana since its
creation as a cough medicine in
1886. The drink has held its own
against competing products like
Pepsi-Cola.
Coca-Cola has always strived
to reach a varied consumer base.
Since its inception, the company
has expanded its brand past the
Unites States and now sells its
products in almost every country
in the world. With this in mind, no
one should be surprised by CocaCola’s latest commercial, “Pool
Boy,” and its strong acceptance
and representation of the LGBT
community. After all, the company has proven its willingness to
make strong political statements
through its market for inclusivity.
The company has been taking stands against discrimination
throughout its existence. One
particularly notable moment was
when Coca-Cola re-aired its 2014
ad “America the Beautiful,” which
company officials rebranded as
“America Together” for the 2017
Super Bowl. The ad features the
U.S. national anthem sung in different languages and promotes the
acceptance of cultural and ethnic
diversity within the country. The
rebirth of the ad was obviously a
pushback against recent political
events that may have oppressed
marginalized and underrepresented groups.
Similarly, a new commercial
that aired on March 2 makes yet
another political statement. With
it, Coca-Cola shows that it proudly
supports its LGBT consumers and
will oppose the rampant discrimination they face around the world.
In “Pool Boy,” the viewer first
sees a young woman gazing longingly at the man cleaning her fam-

s the Trump administration’s first security crisis
looms large in northeast
Asia, the South Korean Constitutional Court unanimously removed President Park Geun-hye
from office. Her sudden removal
from office has sharply shifted the
balance of power between China,
South Korea and the United States.
The United States has deployed
the highly controversial Terminal
High Altitude Defense System,
designed to shoot down missiles
coming from North Korea. China
strenuously opposes T.H.A.D.D.
because the country views that it
will further stimulate North Korea’s nuclear program and encourage a threatening arms race.
Beijing had previously voiced
strong objections to the installation of the missile system. Viewed
by Washington as the United
States’ peer competitor, the Trump
regime has embarked on a major
expansion in U.S. military spending that would encourage a heated
arms race and nuclear weapons
expansion, which Trump’s loose
talk seemingly supports.
Furthermore, Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson has already floated
the idea during confirmation hearings of a U.S. naval and air blockade of China’s man-made islands
in the South China Sea. By introducing T.H.A.D.D. on the Korean
peninsula, the Chinese would feel
encircled by a new administration that had already approached
Taiwan and questioned the One
China policy belatedly affirmed by
the White House.
Although South Korea tried to
delay T.H.A.D.D., Geun-hye acceded to U.S. pressure. A strong
plurality of South Koreans oppose
the missile system.
Now that the disgraced Geun-

hye is no longer in office, the center-left will win the elections in
60 days. The center-left reflects a
strong popular opinion of softening relations with North Korea and
the employment of T.H.A.D.D.
China has not remained a neutral observer. It immediately instituted a boycott of South Korean
products and imports and put a
hold on travel to South Korea. Kpop singers’ concerts are being
canceled and films and television
dramas are getting banned.
The ban is a strong rebuke to
Seoul. South Korea’s economy relies heavily on China, to the tune
of $142 billion annually. Thus,
T.H.A.D.D. is already having an immediate effect on the world’s 12th
largest economy.
It is left to wonder if T.H.A.D.D.
will have the desired results that
the U.S. military establishment expects. T.H.A.D.D., for all the hype,
cannot block all missile attacks
coming from North Korea.
The Bush, Obama and Trump
administrations have pinned their
hopes on China reining in North
Korea’s pursuit of its nuclear program. U.S. policy makers have not
done their homework: China may
protect North Korea, but it is neither willing nor able to fully control North Korea. It can threaten
Pyongyang but North Korea has a
symbiotic relationship with Beijing
that satisfies both parties, albeit
not without rough spots.
China views any threats to
North Korea with a jaundiced eye
because the United States still has
military bases and 28,000 troops in
South Korea. If the two Koreas are
reunited, Beijing fears that the U.S.
military will then be on its border.
With T.H.A.D.D., the nation’s
heavy-handed use of military is intended to maintain its dominance

in northeast Asia. This comes after
Trump’s annulation of the TransPacific Partnership, a trade pact of
Asian nations designed to hem in
China’s growing regional influence
and an essential part of Obama’s
“pivot to Asia.”
Since T.H.A.D.D. exists to
thwart North Korean designs,
the question arises as to why the
United States is unwilling to talk
to North Korea. Under the Bush
presidency, a six-party committee
composed of China, Japan, North
Korea, Russia, South Korea and
the United States was established.
Although a Chinese “initiative,”
stalemate set in early and the six
have not met in almost 10 years.
In late February, The New York
Times announced backchannel
talks of a panel of former highlevel senior servants who had contact with North Korea. They would
meet in New York with Choe Son
Hui, director general of the North
American Bureau in Pyongyang.
The State Department had issued visas for the North Korean
delegation, who was in New York
on March 1. At the last minute the
Trump administration overruled
the State department, thereby disbanding the meeting.
By denying Son Hui’s visa without an explanation, the United
States lost the opportunity to foster
the first contact with a high-level
North Korean. Instead, the White
House fell back on tried and unsuccessful sanctions.
It is not surprising since the
Trump
administration,
like
Obama’s, is looking to stare China
down, as much as it feels it can topple North Korea’s Jong-un through
threats and military posturing.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism

C

ily’s pool. From the second floor,
her brother is also checking out
the man. What follows is a hilarious competition between the two
siblings as they race to give the
sweaty man a can of Coca-Cola.
However, their mother beats them
to it.
The commercial is subtle and
sweet. Tony Dallara’s “Come Prima” croons in the background,
providing the only sound and letting the acting provide the humor.
It is simply great advertising.
Yet, while many regard the ad
as progressive and groundbreaking, there are those who see it as an
attack on traditional family values.
One Facebook user argued that
they “respect . . . individual preferences,” but felt that it was wrong to
“shove it down our throats.”
Heteronormativity is something that is “shoved down the
throats” of people in the LGBT
community every day in music,
film and television.
It is not up to one group of
people to decide what is “normal”
or what is “right.” Cheerios faced
backlash three years ago for its
mixed race family commercial and
Campbell’s suffered the same negative reviews last year for the gay
dads in its Star Wars commercial.
Following suit, Coca-Cola will
likely also be financially affected
by the loss of some ignorant consumers. However, because of the
company’s far-reaching grasp in
the industry, such consumers will
find it difficult to escape CocaCola’s great message of love and
acceptance.
Coke’s #TasteTheFeeling campaign is one that stands for all its
customers.
-Jessica Kraker
English '18

Class registration comes Putin's actions impose threat on Europe
with unnecessary burden Intervention in Europe is necessary as elections underline propaganda war being raged by the Kremlin
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Rather than force students
to log on to CUNYfirst and click
through several pages to get to
the page that shows the registration date, faculty and administrative members should send out an
email to let students know on what
day they can register. Students at
Baruch College get so many emails
that do not pertain to them in any
way, but these types of emails
would be relevant.
At other times, there will be a
hold on a student’s account. Unfortunately, this also cannot be
easily resolved. To get it resolved,
students are required to take a trip
to the advisement office.
The system will also report
that certain classes are blocked
off because of an incorrect major,
even though this logically should
not bar a student from registering
for classes. This also needs to be
rectified at the advisement office,
which has its own set of issues.
Another problem is that classes on CUNYfirst are often listed
without a professor, making class
selection a dice roll for students.
There are certain classes that are
exceptionally difficult, such as
calculus. Having a great instructor
can determine whether a student
passes or fails. Classes that are
listed as taught by “Staff ” hinder
students, who do not know what
kind of instructor they are getting
until the first day of class.
DegreeWorks, a feature that allows students to see what classes
they need to graduate, is usually
out of date or may display wrong
information. For transfer students,
DegreeWorks may still display an
old major from a former school
as a current major. When it actually works, DegreeWorks is a com-

pass, guiding students through the
confusing path to getting a degree.
Mostly, though, it seems to function like a broken compass.
There are also the horror stories of students whose classes get
dropped without warning, which
is downright unacceptable. In that
case, students may not find out
until it is too late because they are
required to take a proactive approach and check for themselves
if they are still enrolled in their
classes. If they do not check, they
cannot know until the first day of
classes. This can set them back
on prospective graduation dates
and force them to take unnecessary classes so they can remain
full-time students and qualify for
financial aid.
CUNYfirst does, however, allow
students to put the classes they
want in a shopping cart. So, when
students finally do have the option
to officially register, it becomes a
three-click process. Also, if there is
a class where a prerequisite is not
met, the student is informed on
the spot. Another bright spot is the
clearly presented schedule that
can be accessed to shows one’s
classes. To improve the system,
students should be able to rectify
a problem on the spot as easily as
they can swap and drop classes.
Some of these problems cannot be fixed due to administrative
red tape or technological limitations, but improvements can certainly be made. Emails that alert
students of the start of their registration appointment or that their
classes are dropped would be a
great start. Classes are already
stressful, so registering for them
should be simple.
-Davon Singh
Digital Marketing '18

R

ussia will be the United
States’ greatest adversary
of the 21st century. It is an
adversary that cannot overtake the
United States without mutually assured destruction, as both superpowers stockpile nuclear weapons.
Why, then, should the U.S. government and its citizens be concerned about the current Russian
government? The answer is simple:
warfare is changing in a way that
has been precipitated by increasing connectivity of the world.
Countries are no longer amassing massive infantries to invade
their adversaries. Instead, they are
paying and training special operation units that create devastating
consequences without ever placing a single boot on the ground.
This military evolution is called
cyber warfare.
There are two central components of cyber warfare, the first of
which is the conventional military
approach. Facets of this approach
attack infrastructure such as airstrips, electric grids and telecommunication systems, but are done
with a set of computer codes rather
than a dropped bomb.
The second and most relevant
component to Russia’s cyber activity is the use of propaganda warfare. Used throughout the Cold
War to convince individuals which
ideology—democracy or communism—was superior, it is not an
entirely new evolution of warfare.
What has changed post-Cold
War pertains to Russia’s decisive
commitment in terms of resources
and initiative. This commitment
alters the landscape of 21st century
warfare to that of an information,
rather than arms, race.
With its unstable, oil-dependent economy, Russia’s military is
incapable of sustaining prolonged

military campaigns in foreign territories. Therefore, its military cannot directly influence a foreign
country’s political allegiance and
shift it over to Russia. Because of
this, President Vladimir Putin is
forced to double down on propaganda warfare to ensure domestic
tranquility.
Putin’s policy of choice is to
manipulate the United States to
his and Russia’s benefit. By tactically using Western democratic
ideals like fair elections and freedom of the press, Russia is peacefully bringing countries back into
its orbit without these countries
even noticing.
Russia is supposedly pouring
millions of rubles into ultra-nationalistic campaigns across Europe, from Marine Le Pen in France
to Prime Minister Viktor Orban in
Hungary. The Kremlin has been
funding massive disinformation
campaigns through Russian staterun media outlets RT and Sputnik,
along with more covert channels:
paid internet trolls who flood message boards with conspiracy theories and alternative facts.
According to The New York
Times, one such covert campaign
emerged last year in Sweden. As
the Swedish government contemplated joining NATO, one “news
story” went as such:
“If Sweden signed the [NATO]
deal, the alliance would stockpile
secret nuclear weapons on Swedish soil; NATO could attack Russia
from Sweden without government
approval; NATO soldiers, immune
from prosecution, could rape
Swedish women without fear of
criminal charges…”
Montenegro—set to join NATO
in May—is under similar pressures. The Times writes Russia
“has campaigned furiously to keep

Montenegro out of the alliance,
supporting pro-Moscow political
groups in the country and Orthodox priests who view NATO as a
threat to Slavic fraternity and faith”.
Thankfully,
the
European
Union has finally noticed the strain
such disinformation campaigns
have on its member states. According to The Wall Street Journal,
the bloc plans to address Russian
meddling in the continent’s affairs
at a summit in Brussels later this
month, but the U.S. government
has already allowed Putin a massive head start.
Instead of moving forward with
a strategically integrated response,
Western countries are bickering
among themselves.
A stable and unified European
Union constitutes one of United
States’ prime trading partners.
Furthermore, through a logical
standpoint, close security cooperation, like-minded institutions
and stability lead to less friction
and a greater likelihood of peace
between the nations.
A more prosperous Montenegro and Eastern Europe could accept more refugees, which would
decrease the burden on Western
European countries. It could also
defuse the rise of nationalistic parties across the continent. These
nationalistic parties seek to undermine the current system by placing
all the blame on refugees.
If the United States does not
want to throw away 70 years of
peace and hard-fought humanitarian gains in Europe, the European
Union and the Trump administration must invest both militarily
and financially in the security and
stability of Europe’s future.
-Salvatore Gagliardi
Political Science '18
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Investors pull out from Snap Inc. as initial IPO hype subsides
BY DILSHAN DOWLAH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Two weeks after Snap Inc.’s $24
billion initial public offering, investors are still divided over the longterm prospects of the newest entry
into the public social media industry. Many experts believe that Snap
has the potential to be the next
Facebook while others suspect it
could follow Twitter’s path.
Shares of Snapchat’s parent
company Snap, launched with a
valuation of $17 per share, opened
at a robust $24 and surged a further 44 percent to an impressive
$28 before plummeting below its
opening to $21—all within a week
of its highly anticipated IPO. Sitting at approximately $20 per share
last week, Snap is showing signs of
calming its volatility in its second
week in the markets.
To put the company’s performance into context, Facebook,
Inc.’s IPO valuation price also
dropped significantly after entering the markets. After holding its
IPO at $38 per share, Facebook
dropped as much as 40 percent in
the months following. As of press
time, the social network company’s
share sits at $140.
Conversely, GoPro Inc. debuted
at $28 per share before soaring as
much as 300 percent to $86 in its
first few months. The stock is now
priced at $8. An IPO’s beginning
performance is often not a solid
basis for adequately measuring its
long-term potential.
Instead, investors are considering the intrinsic value of app developer. Snapchat allows users to

communicate through the primary
medium of photos and videos,
which uniquely disappear after
the receiver views the message.
This photo-communications app,
which gained incredible international popularity among millennial
populations, was launched by a
couple of Stanford University students only six years ago.
From the conceptual perspective, Snap shows great potential.
The business did not necessarily
take market share from social media outlets such as Facebook, Twitter or other major players—instead
it created an entirely new market
of ephemeral photo communication. The largest advantage Snapchat had was lack of competition,
which led the app’s number of daily
active users to grow exponentially.
With 48 percent year-over-year
increases, Snapchat’s daily active
user growth once surpassed all
other social media platforms of its
time. The company reported a total
of 158 million users in 2016.
Since then, Facebook and Instagram have also shared in some of
Snap’s intended markets with their
own iterations of the service. Earlier this month, Facebook’s Messenger launched “Days,” a new feature
that will allow Messenger users to
post updates that disappear after
24 hours.
Unfortunately for Snapchat,
growth may have reached its climax as the increase in daily active
users has dropped from 15 million
to 10 million between the first and
last quarters of 2016. This raises
significant concerns for investors,
who naturally seek high growth po-
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After starting oﬀ red hot with its IPO, Snap shares took a plunge after analysts gave the company a “sell” rating.
tential in their choice investments.
Snapchat’s limited user base
may also be to blame for this abrupt
strike of growth—unlike Facebook,
which boasted a total of 1.22 billion daily active users for its fourth
quarter of 2016, Snapchat has not
been able to reach users of all ages.
Most users of the app fall between
the ages of 18-34, which suggests
that the service is not as attractive
to older generations. Its user base is
considerable however, in its quality—60 percent of daily users who
dedicate 30 minutes to the app
tend to visit Snapchat over 18 times
per day.
Like Snapchat’s user data, its financials are as concerning as they
are impressive. At $17 per share,
the company was originally valued
by the investment bankers at Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and Morgan

Stanley, who oversaw the underwriting of its IPO, at a whopping
$24 billion—a figure that many
analysts are arguing overvalues the
company.
As a company that has never
made profit, but rather, accumulated consistent negative net incomes
totaling hundreds of millions over
its short existence, the $24 billion
valuation was a clear overestimation to some. Other tech-related
companies have warned that they
would never achieve positive net
income either, such as Etsy and
Twitter, but Snap believes itself to
be different.
This leads to the bullish argument to focus on revenue growth
alone, which is the overwhelming cause behind Snap’s potential
prosperity, if any exists. Increasing
more than 600 percent in the last

two years, Snap brought in more
than $400 million in revenue in
2016, most of which comes through
advertising. Although the growth
is almost unparalleled, the company was still valued at 77 times
its earnings days after its public offering—a statistic that, again, contributes to the arguments over its
overvaluation.
Those who remain bullish on
Snap are betting that Snapchat will
do the impossible—maintain its
unrealistic revenue growth prospects. If the new social media platform can survive increasing competition, maximize ad revenues
and grow its user base, maybe it
can be the next Facebook—but for
now, investors are better off waiting and seeing just what this young
company is capable of doing before
jumping into the hype.

Baruch student starts nonprofit to encourage political expression
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Doxa representatives operate primarily on the Baruch College campus, since all of the board
members are enrolled there. More
frequently, the members have
turned to Skype as a method of reliable communication among one
another. Although neither a regular
nor tangible gathering place has
been established for the nonprofit
organization, Doxa members still
hold regular meetings following
firm agendas.
Butkiewicz explains that his
prime motivation for starting Doxa
was to facilitate conversations
where the voices and concerns
of a diverse array of parties could
be heard.
“When you look at the current
climate, you don’t have many organizations that are nonpartisan
that promote involvement among
young people,” he said. “In the local
community, there are civic groups
but those have different slants in
what they focus on, and, on top of
that, they are generally populated
by much older individuals.”
The lack of younger participation creates a void that discourages
millennials from getting involved,
he explained. Therefore, Doxa’s
prime focus is to enable people to
get together, belong to and build up
a community.
Generally, Butkiewicz and other
members devote the beginning of
their meetings to social time and
playing catch up with one another.
The lax opening, however, does not
replace the professionalism. After
having socialized, Butkiewicz refers back to an agenda and starts
the official portion of the meeting.
Doxa members are fundraising
by selling blue bracelets with the
words “Think Freely” etched onto
them. Butkiewicz said that he in-

vested into the organization and
will be selling these bracelets to
friends and family members in order to spread the word about Doxa
and its goals. Currently, the fundraiser precedes most other items
on the agenda.
Ordinarily, the agenda would
include time allocated to planning
more public forums or community
outings and expansion. Butkiewicz
indicated that he set up an elaborate sheet on Google Drive that detailed every position occupied and
needed over the next two years.
Since Doxa is a small organization right now, the positions and
their accompanying responsibilities are distributed among the board
members.
Butkiewicz, a public affairs
student, first hatched the idea for
Doxa when he participated in the
debate between the Baruch College
Democrats and the Baruch College
Republicans during the Fall semester. Butkiewicz argued on behalf of
the Baruch College Republicans,
also known as the Right Wings, of
which he is a member. Despite having formed a team with a few members of the Right Wings, Butkiewicz claims that Doxa is politically
diverse. “It’s not like everyone in
the room agrees with one another
now,” he said. “We have a big range
of political opinions ranging from
libertarian to conservative but we
want a wide range of political opinions because that’s really how you
stir up good successful discourse.”
Rather than go through the process of registering as a club on campus, Butkiewicz jumpstarted Doxa
as a nonprofit organization with a
goal of heavy expansion in mind.
He hopes that a nonprofit will encourage members to stay in Doxa
even after they receive their degree,
a feat that cannot happen within
school-sanctioned clubs and orga-

nizations after graduation.
Ideally, Doxa will expand to
include members and representatives from large-campus schools
such as New York University and
Columbia University. Butkiewicz
also wants Doxa to reach past
Baruch and into the rest of the
CUNY system.
Currently, Doxa members participate in public forums and attend community events. The most
recent outing was in a soup kitchen
in West Harlem. Butkiewicz expected to see many homeless people
there but, instead, noticed lowincome families who just needed
some extra help. This outing, for
him, demonstrated one of the reasons he started Doxa: to promote
intellectual growth and “community involvement. I think they
go hand in hand. In order to have
discussion on the community, you
have to care about the community,”

he said.
Butkiewicz cites another reason for founding Doxa: he does not
want to see motivation deplete in
today’s youth. He says there are “no
outlets for [young people] to contribute their motivation to.”
A process of attrition causes
them to lose that motivation, so
they go into the workforce and they
are no longer interested in being
involved. “Much later in life, they
have a reinvigorating moment and
want to get involved, but you lost
them while they were in that young
and very motivated stage of their
life. So really we want to provide
an outlet for them to come and express that motivation in a healthy,
productive way so that process of
attrition doesn’t go in where they
lose that motivation.”
There is the concern that after
having graduated, participants will
lose interest in the organization. In

order to keep Doxa relevant postgraduation, Butkiewicz hopes to
make the community outings happen on a monthly basis. This will,
hopefully, encourage people to remain involved and interested in the
organization and its goals.
Continuing to look toward the
future, Butkiewicz disclosed that
he anticipates six organizations to
partner up with Doxa, the aforementioned food bank being one of
them. He hopes to work with each
of the six organizations twice a year
in order to maintain a solid relationship and provide a variety of
opportunities to members.
Doxa has already successfully
partnered with the Marxe School
of Public and International Affairs.
The next public forum will be held
on May 4 in Room 301 of the Administrative Building at 7 p.m. Both
Doxa and the Marxe School will
host the event.
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Butkiewicz created Doxa to help students from varying political ideologies feel comfortable sharing their views with one another.
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AIG parts ways with CEO after Q4 loss
BY COLLIN CHIPETINE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Nearly three weeks following a
fourth quarter report of losses totaling approximately $3.04 billion,
American International Group
and its chief executive board have
made a drastic decision in hopes
for the better. The decision, while
not surprising in AIG’s history of
quick turnover-rates, was for current CEO Peter Hancock to step
down. AIG shares plunged by
more than 9 percent¬¬ the morning after the company announced
its greater-than-expected losses
for the fourth quarter.
CEO for less than three years at
AIG, Hancock had lofty plans from
the start of his time at the company. One of these plans included returning $25 billion to shareholders
through a combined effort of buybacks of shares and consistent dividend stream for two years—a goal
ahead of schedule having returned
$13.1 billion to its shareholders at
the end of 2016.
In times like these, for companies as large as AIG, it is easy
to turn to leadership as the main
cause of a crash. This is not always
the case, but nonetheless begins
to bring question as to whether
a change should be made for the
sake of progress. This was exactly
the case for Hancock, claiming
that, even without the full support
of AIG’s shareholders, he felt it was
both in his own self-interest and in
the interest of the entire organization to not further undermine the
progress that the company had
worked so hard to achieve, even if
he was not the main cause of this
lack of progress. While Hancock’s
successor will be the sixth in just 12
years for AIG, a statistic that does
not bode well for the company,
many investors and shareholders do agree it is best for the or-
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The insurance giant reported a net loss of $3.04 billion in its latest quarterly report.
ganization as a whole. Carl Icahn,
the fourth largest investor in AIG,
stands fully behind this change of
leadership, saying that there are
many people that can turn this
company around. Icahn said that
he is looking forward to the future
of the company.
Once this change in leadership
takes place, the big question on
shareholders’ minds will be the
ability of the new leadership to
break up the insurance giant. Decreasing its overall balance sheet
numbers through several deals
to shrink or sell parts of the company has always been important to
AIG. Hancock himself combined
17 deals to shrink the company
overall to just over $498 billion,
half of what it was during the recession. Icahn, who has about a 5
percent stake in the company, frequently states his ideas for a more
regulated supervision of the company, even if it means taking on

more capital. In order to take all of
these ideas and put them into action, AIG must be diligent in who it
chooses to succeed Hancock.
While there are always candidates willing to take up the helm of
CEO, times like these often prove
to be testing for leaders, forcing
AIG to look closely into who can
bring its company to prosperity.
Hancock has even agreed to stay
on until his successor is chosen
in hopes of avoiding any damage
that can be dealt to its shareholders’ interests resulting from such
uncertainty.
Regardless of who AIG chooses
to fill the shoes of Hancock, its
main priority will have to be to
continue shedding assets and reducing risk, especially to avoid
anything reminiscent of the 200708 crisis. Much is unknown, but
one thing that is a definite for AIG
is that these next few weeks will be
crucial to the company.

Council overrules Poland, re-elects Tusk
BY ANTHONY DELANUEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The European Union recently
voted Donald Tusk to a second
term as the president of the European Council. Tusk, who is a
former prime minister of Poland,
was appointed on March 9 by his
EU co-members of 27 countries
that includes France, Germany
and Holland.
The controversy came when
those same 27 countries needed
to overrule Poland, which did not
agree with the re-election of Tusk.
Poland went so far as to block joint
statements during the EU meetings in order to make the committees non-binding.
Tusk is well-known for his actions regarding the migration
crisis, which is a pressing issue
around the world, but no more so
than in Europe where EU member
countries are bearing the brunt
of the responsibility. According
to Mark Rutte of the Netherlands,
“He’s decent, he’s effective, he’s a
very good president.”
The issue of the new appointee
for and by the European Union is
not an issue with Tusk but a growing new sentiment among some
EU members. Poland’s rising rightwing government and its belief
that Tusk had “betrayed his country” fostered discontent with the
EU president.
Another issue also goes back to
the 2010 plane crash in Russia that
killed former Polish Prime Minister Lech Kaczynski and 95 other
people on board. A BBC article
wrote “Mr. Tusk’s government was
accused of not doing enough to explain the causes of the crash while
critics said he should not have allowed the Russians to conduct the
first crash investigation.”
For many member nations,
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In his second term, Tusk faces a tough challenge of keeping the fragile bloc together.
there had been a growing faction
within their countries where rightwing groups were gaining power
and one country in particular had
already experienced a right-wing
victory: the United Kingdom.
A strict immigration policy had
been one of the main reasons for
the United Kingdom’s exit from the
European Union as the huge influx
of refugees fleeing the war-torn areas of the Middle East had caused
many in the United Kingdom to
support leaving the bloc.
This process has not yet been
completed as Prime Minister Theresa May has stated that the country is about two years away from
officially leaving. Many members
of the European Union still believe that the United Kingdom will
return to the bloc due to the trade
negotiations and the needs and
wants of all those involved. Tusk
recently commented on whether
or not the United Kingdom might
actually leave the European Union
stating, “even if today hardly anyone believes in such a possibility.”
He also went as far as to compare
the situation to “have the EU cake
and eat it too.”

Another headline in EU news
is whether or not membership is
in the near future for a few Balkan
states, such as Albania, Montenegro, Serbia and a handful of others,
who seek to benefit and secede
away from Russian influences.
What is keeping them away from
joining the European Union are
the slow progressions in reform
“with Serbia seen as the linchpin
whose development could pull up
others.” This, according to Voice of
America news, is a rocky decision
to make regardless of Serbia’s progression. It has allowed “organized
crime to flourish and encouraging
more migrants to head north to
the EU.”
Macedonia is in a political crisis, Montenegro is split between
pro-West and opposition parties
and Serbia, although making progress, has not recognized the independence of Kosovo.
With the escalating migrant
crisis in the region, the European
Union must deal with the Balkan situation immediately and
has stated that it is very high on
its agenda in the next summit
meeting.
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Peele's Get Out dominates box office with breathless suspense
BY OMER SEMAN
COPY EDITOR

The horror film genre has been
overrun by uninspired narratives,
manufactured tension, bland dialogue and predictable endings.
However, Get Out brought life
back into this decaying art form by
evoking the genuine trauma black
people endure in a so-called postracial society while sprinkling in
Jordan Peele’s trademark humor.
Known for his sketch-comedy
series “Key and Peele,” Peele’s directorial debut grossed over $100
million in its first three weeks on a
budget of just $4.5 million.
Great word-of-mouth and a
nearly perfect Rotten Tomatoes rating lured moviegoers. As the movie
barreled toward its climactic ending, every second entranced the
audience.
Synchronized laughter and
groaning echoed throughout the
theater as the horror-satire tackled race relations and prejudice
through a thoughtful lens.
The opening scene follows a
black man voicing his concerns
about “sticking out like a sore
thumb” walking through a suburban neighborhood after dark. The
scenario is eerily similar to the
circumstances surrounding Trayvon Martin’s death—a young black
man headed home at night.
Childish Gambino’s “Redbone”
blares in the next scene as Chris
Washington, played by Daniel
Kaluuya, cycles through his skillful
photographs.
His girlfriend, Rose Armitage
who is played by Allison Williams,

accompanies him as he finishes
packing for their weekend trip to
meet her parents. When she tells
him that they do not know he is
black, Washington scoffs at her
negligence, but she plays it off with
an off-hand yet honest testimony of
her parents’ open-mindedness.
As the couple ride up to the lake
house, they strike and kill a deer.
While Rose talks with a police officer, he begins to harass Washington, who was not behind the wheel.
Washington immediately complies
with the officer’s demands and
takes out his ID, but Rose convinces the officer to let them pass.
The incident explicitly portrays
the reality of interacting with the
police for black people, with fear
of physical harm being a major
component to these interactions—
a fear heightened during this prolonged stretch of documented cases of police brutality.
When introduced to Dean and
Missy Armitage, played by Bradley
Whitford and Catherine Keener,
Washington breaks his stoicism
with subtle head turns and grins at
their remarks. Dean makes a point
to show Washington a souvenir
from Bali and tells him, “It’s such
a privilege to experience another
person’s culture.”
His well-meaning, but misguided comments allude to the demeanor of the modern white liberal
who is quick to remind their friends
they do not “see color.”
This was not the first time a joke
was made at the expense of white
liberalism. The first skit in Dave
Chappelle’s episode of “Saturday
Night Live” mocked the myopic
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Kaluuya plays Washington in Peele's directorial debut, a satirical horror, which grossed over $100 million in its ﬁrst three weeks.
confidence of liberal voters on
election night, while Chappelle and
Chris Rock were elated to see their
rose-tinted worldview collapse as
the results were announced.
Get Out synthesized that same
condescending tone and Kaluuya’s
expressive face and terse replies
mirrored the quiet frustration contained by many minorities who
have to face ignorance every day.
When the Armitages host an
annual party, a number of guests
direct racially charged comments
to Washington, each intended as
compliments. The film derives
humor from these awkward exchanges as viewers are fully aware
of the insensitivity and realism of
each scene.
Washington’s
conversations
with his friend Rod Williams,
played by Milton “LilRey” Howery,

supply the rest of the laughs. Howery’s performance as the Transportation Security Administration’s
most determined agent serves as
a proxy for how audience members would react to the events of
the film. His mannerisms and colloquial references provided a stark
contrast to the buttoned-up, winesipping lakeside community in
which Washington found himself.
In an interview with Sean Fennessey, editor-in-chief of “The
Ringer,” Peele said he never intended for his film to be a commentary on racial biases. The first
few drafts depicted a classic fishout-of-water scenario, but as the
script progressed through a number of rewrites, he allowed his story
to evolve and be influenced by the
turbulent political climate in the
United States.

Peele began outlining the script
in 2008, around the time of former
President Barack Obama’s election
and questioned the “self-congratulatory” tone of racism being solved.
Get Out exists in two states:
high-brow racial satire and thrilling horror flick. Where some directors lack the vision to succeed
in storytelling and throw in twists
and jump scares, Peele crafts both
a nuanced and deliberate narrative
with zero fluff.
He gradually dials up the creepiness before launching into a fullthrottle doomsday sequence.
What sets this movie apart from
others in its genre is not the graphic violence or stinging soundtrack,
but its rendering of real-world
fears and meaningful allusions to
colonialism, slavery and modern
prejudice.

Future surprises fans with back-to-back albums in two-week span
BY ANGEL TORRES
COPY EDITOR

In a mere two-week span, Atlanta rapper Future released two consecutive albums, both of which put
him at No. 1 on the Top 200 Album’s
chart on Billboard.
Future’s No. 1 listings made history, as he was the first artist to ever
debut at No. 1 in consecutive weeks.
The first album, Future, released
on Feb. 17, is a 17-track album that
starts off strong with tracks such
as “Rent Money,” “Good Dope”
and “Draco.”
The song “Rent Money” in particular sets the mood of the album,
as a compilation of songs with hardhitting beats and tracks meant to
rile and energize the listener.

In one of the most popular
songs on the self-titled album,
“Zoom,” Future targets the recently
successful artist Desiigner by making fun of the rapper’s style, which
Future claims is a mirror of his own.
Around the 3-minute mark of the
song is when the comedy sketch
aimed at Desiigner begins
“Draco,” the song following
“Zoom,” also gained much popularity and was even given its own
music video. The fifth track, however, is where the album truly begins
to get interesting.
“Super Trapper” features a recurring beat in the background that
simulates a muffled vibraphone
sound and the whole song overall emulates a cloud rapping style,
with its dreamlike beats.

The sound delivered by “Super
Trapper” shows Future’s versatility
in his styles, running parallel with
what the sound talks about—Future’s status and influence in the
music industry right now.
In an interview with Hypebeast,
Future mentioned his favorite
songs on both albums, one from
his self-titled album being “Mask
Off.” Upon listening to the track, the
listener can understand why Future
is fond of it.
The song also gives a cloud rapping feel, like “Super Trapper,” but
it is the story that the track tells that
most likely explains Future’s fondness of it.
The track seems to be partially
autobiographical of Future’s past,
where he came from a life of “trap-
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Atlanta rapper Future made history with back-to-back No.1 debuts on the Billboard 200 Albums chart with Future and HNDRXX.

ping”—selling drugs and depending on illegal activities to support
himself—to being one of the most
successful rappers in the music
industry.
The rest of Future’s self-titled
album coexists well with the initial
songs, ending on the track “Feds
Did a Sweep,” another song that
Future cited as being one of his favorites off the album.
The second album Future released, HNDRXX, was put out on
Feb. 24, only a week after his selftitled album’s release. The album’s
title is a play on one of Future’s
nicknames, Future Hendrix.
Unlike Future, the second album is much closer to the cloud
rapping spectrum, featuring a mellower sound. Like Future, HNDRXX
has 17 tracks, two of which feature
The Weeknd and Rihanna.
“My Collection,” the first track
on the album, sets the mellow
mood of thealbum; it reflects Future’s past relationships. The second song on the album, “Comin
Out Strong,” is where the album
starts shining.
Just like the title of the song
suggests, the track featuring The
Weeknd talks about both artists’
successes despite the people that
doubted them.
The song’s verses have a recurring taunt aimed at the people that
doubt or look down on them, as
both artists ask, “Do you know who
I am?"
The next “banger” on the album
is without a doubt “Incredible.”
The song gives off an impression
of a track that may be commonly
played over the radio; the type of
song people who have not listened
to the entirety of HNDRXX would
probably recognize.
Future mentioned his favorite
tracks off HNDRXX to be “Comin
Out Strong,” “Selfish,” “New Illuminati” and “Solo.” The 13th track

on the album, “New Illuminati,” is
another mellow track also focused
on bringing forward the idea of
not paying attention to what goes
on outside us, instead focusing on
oneself.
The third to last track on the
album—the one that features Rihanna—can be regarded as one of
the best songs on the album, if not
the best.
“Selfish” has Rihanna and Future singing at contrast, while also
singing in unison at some parts of
the song. Lyrically, “Selfish” has
both the artists talking about coming out of broken relationships full
of lies and “wrong turns.”
Like the title references, the
song also has the artists talking
about being selfish to avoid being
alone.
The last song off HNDRXX ends
the album perfectly. “Sorry” keeps
with the mellow vibe throughout
the album. The song is a heartfelt
apology to one of Future’s past relationships, talking about how the
lifestyle of being a successful rapper affected the relationship Future had.
Both albums by Future garnered wide success because of the
diversity that they present. On one
hand, Future offers many upbeat
tracks and features a more outgoing theme.
By contrast, HNDRXX is a more
introspective album that has Future baring himself to his listeners.
When paired together, both
albums give great insights into
Future’s life and make for a great
listening experience. There is no
doubt why both albums debuted at
No. 1 on the Top 200 charts.
Anyone who has yet to give time
to Future’s latest releases should
do so, to pay homage to Future’s
talent and as well as to enjoy the
Atlanta rapper’s fifth and sixth studio albums.
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Kong: Skull Island takes inspiration
from Japanese interpretation of Kong
BY LUIS LUCERO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

One of the most iconic movies
in the history of film is the 1933
monster movie classic King Kong.
The film tells the story of a giant gorilla who falls in love with a human
girl, a story that has captivated audiences for almost 85 years after its
original release.
The effect of this film is so
strong that it has inspired multiple
generations of monster movies
even decades after its release.
It also inspired two, big-budget
remakes: a modern re-telling by
Italian producer Dino De Laurentiis in 1976 and a faithful period piece remake from Lord of
the Rings director Peter Jackson
in 2005.
Now, the giant ape has returned
with Kong: Skull Island. Rather
than simply doing another remake
of the original, this new movie
takes Kong and does something
completely different.
Despite having “Kong” in the
title, this movie is actually the second installment in a new franchise
of U.S. monster movies that started
with the 2014 U.S. reboot of Japan’s
iconic monster movie Godzilla,
aptly titled Monsterverse.
Considering its predecessor,
this movie takes a lot of inspiration from the Japanese interpretation of Kong and sets the stage
for the possibility of a sequel featuring a showdown between both
monsters.
As the title implies, the primary setting of the movie is Kong’s
homeland of Skull Island.
After a United States satellite
discovers an island that has long
eluded scientists, government
agent Bill Randa, played by John

Goodman, leads a covert team to
the island to learn more about it
and to find any and all life forms
that inhabit it. Upon arrival, they
quickly encounter the guardian of
the island, King Kong.
But as they learn from a Marine,
played by John C. Reilly, who was
trapped on the island since World
War II, Kong is actually a benign
creature and the sole guardian
of the island against the various monsters that threaten to kill
the team.
Just going by its plot, this movie
is a massive love letter to both King
Kong and classic Japanese monster
movies. In some ways, it succeeds
in emulating the latter movies
more so than the recent Godzilla
reboot. Even details like the overall story and campy dialogue are
accounted for.
While people in rubber suits
have given way to modern CGI
technology, the fights between the
monsters are just as spectacular
and over the top in this film as they
were previously, especially the climactic battle between Kong and
the enormous lizard-like creatures
that roam around his island.
This movie handles monsters
far better than Godzilla. Rather
than rehashing designs from recent U.S. monster movies of the
21st century, the filmmakers draw
upon inspiration from both Eastern and Western monster movies.
Indeed, a handful of the monsters
themselves do not seem too far
removed from a Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle novel, rather than just a Japanese monster movie.
Finally, there is Kong himself.
Going into this movie, the filmmakers really wanted to make their
version of the ape to be the most
impressive to appear yet.

Compared to Jackson’s more
anatomically correct interpretation, the new Kong takes a lot more
inspiration from previous versions,
with his overall design being heavily inspired by the original 1933
Kong. Like Jackson’s Kong, this
creature is brought to life via motion capture, provided this time
around by Terry Notary.
Despite CGI advancements in
the more than 10 years since the
last Kong movie, the new Kong
still lacks the impressive detail that
Jackson brought to the table with
his take.
For that matter, the special effects of every subsequent Kong remake after the original all seem to
lack the groundbreaking feel that
the original stop-motion models
had on audiences then and now.
That is not to say that this is a bad
version of the character, because
his scenes are undoubtedly the
highlight of the film and the action
sequences with him work especially well in IMAX.
Like any other classic monster
movie, the human characters are
given less focus. This time around,
the displacement of focus does
not result in forgettable human
characters.
Goodman, Tom Hiddleston
and Samuel L. Jackson all play the
traditional monster movie character role of mad scientist, dashing
male lead and action commando
respectively.
Each approach their role with
a sense of love and admiration
for the genre, without making it
too hokey.
With the success of rebooting
Godzilla and now Kong, monster movies are now on the cusp
of finally being taken seriously by
Western mainstream audiences.

Nike set to launch Nike
Pro Hijab in spring 2018
BY ELINA NIYAZOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In this day and age, companies
acknowledge that inclusivity is a
necessity for growing a business
and attracting all types of consumers.
Nike is becoming more inclusive by launching a line of athletic
gear for female Muslim athletes
which will help keep their hair
covered.
Although Nike is not the first
sportswear line to offer sports hijabs, they are the first mainstream
United States company to offer
this option. It is called the “Nike
Pro Hijab,” and is scheduled to
launch in the spring of 2018 at $35.
The hijab has been tested by
Muslim athletes to ensure the best
quality such as Zahra Lari from the
United Arab Emirates and Egyptian runner Manal Rostom.
Many athletes expressed how
the traditional hijab would often
come out of place while competing. The lack of breathability of a
traditional hijab has also been a
problem for Muslim athletes.
Nike promises to get rid of this
problem by making its hijab with
polyester which include small
holes for ventilation. The stretchy
fabric will also allow the hijab to
conform to the athlete’s head. An
elongated back is another feature
to the hijab to prevent it from coming out of place.
Nike’s inspiration for starting a line of athletic hijabs came
from Sarah Attar, a runner from
Saudi Arabia who competed in the
London Olympics 800-meter race
while wearing a hijab and Amna
Al Haddad, an Emirati weightlifter
who also wore a hijab while competing in the Rio Olympics last

summer. Nike worked closely with
these athletes to ensure that consumers would be completely satisfied with its product.
With the current political and
social climate of the United States,
this announcement could not
have come at a better time. Muslim
women deserve to feel included in
sports and deserve to have the option of wearing a sports hijab. This
Nike project is a step in the right
direction.
The project, however, does not
completely change the fact that in
some sports, athletes are prevented from wearing a hijab altogether. For example, the International
Basketball Federation has a policy
that bans any headgear including
religious garments wider than 5
centimeters. This policy automatically disqualifies Muslim athletes
that wear a hijab or a turban.
There is no doubt that making
these sports hijabs will increase
profits for Nike and also encourage Muslim women and girls to
engage in sports by making them
feel more comfortable. By catering
to the needs of Muslim women,
Nike can help normalize hijabs in
sports.
Other mainstream brands are
being more inclusive of Muslim
women such as Dolce & Gabbana.
Last year they debuted a line of
high-end hijabs and abayas targeted toward Muslim women. Dolce
& Gabbana is also giving Muslim
women a wider range of choices,
much like what Nike is doing with
its sports hijabs.
Nike has a big influence in
sports, so by taking the plunge into
manufacturing sports hijabs, they
can lead the way to more inclusion
for Muslim women in sports.

Star-studded revival of Miller’s play The Price takes Broadway stage
BY MAXIM IBADOV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

One of the season’s most anticipated play revivals, Arthur Miller’s
The Price, opened on March 16 at
American Airlines Theatre, produced by the Roundabout Theatre
Company.
Being the master of contemporary drama, Miller’s riveting plays
have helped shape the U.S. theater, as his works capture the very
essence of the United States’ most
important tradition—family.
While The Price is one of Miller’s lesser known plays, it is full of
themes that are universal, important and relevant, making this show
worth a Broadway appearance.
Victor Franz, played by Mark
Ruffalo, was once a promising
young scientist. He was smarter
than everyone in his family. Unfortunately, when the Great Depression hit and destroyed the
economy, Franz had to give up
his ambitions and take care of his
distressed father.
Thirty years later, now a married
cop who is soon turning 50, he has
to go back home to sell the remainder of his parent’s estate.
In the opening of the show,
Franz meticulously uncovers the
furniture under dusty cloths, unwinding different memories of
the house that once destroyed his
dreams piece by piece. The past
that is trapped in this house is
something that he cannot let go.
Franz’s patient wife Ester, his
estranged older brother Walter and
an eccentric furniture dealer Solomon Goodman, whom Franz finds
in a phone book, come together to
help Franz sell all of those haunting
memories.
Along the way, these people also
force the protagonist to realize that
he has been holding on to a delusion for the last 16 years.

The whole story pivots around a
very existentialist question—what
is the price of the furniture, of the
past and of life?
Led by Ruffalo, this stellar cast
is working with an unorthodox
play. It still upholds Miller’s dramatic legacy as it explores familial
troubles, yet it lacks the author’s
usual fatal dramatism. This is a true
Chekhovian play: nothing really
happens, yet everything happens
all the time.
In The Price, there is a conflict
that keeps recycling, without ever
getting to any form of resolution.
This is uncommon for a playwright
known for his dramatic climaxes.
There is no suspense to hide behind, just the characters and their
mundane lives.
The fact that this is such a wellwritten play with a lot of empty
spaces could be the greatest gift to a
director. Such nakedness is a beautiful canvas to paint a completely
unique vision on, but Terry Kinney misses the memo. His directing
ends up being a dull cage that only
limits the show, trapping the actors
in a room full of heavy furniture,
unable to move.
Ruffalo is known for his raw
and bold portrayal of his characters, making him one of the most
exciting actors to watch on screen.
He diffuses into his roles, absorbs
into the scenery and fills the whole
space with his unequivocal self.
In this play, however, amid never
leaving the stage for both acts, Ruffalo’s big artistic personality fails to
make a strong presence.
Even during the most powerful
moments, he stills fails to deliver
his inner passion. Add to that the
fact that Ruffalo messes up his lines
and talks into his hand and the audience feels almost disappointed.
After all, many of them bought tickets to the show just to see him.
Television
veteran
Jessica

Hecht, who plays Ester, and Tony
Shalhoub, who plays Walter, are
more familiar with the stage so they
manage to deliver powerful performances without being compromised. Both of them create a balanced contrast to Franz, emphasizing Franz’s delusion with life.
Still, at times they look uncomfortable, hurting Miller’s language,
which requires incredible focus
and character work. What is supposed to be a brutal avalanche
of confessions in Act II ends up
being a light breeze with a bit of
blue skies.
The only joyous part of the show
is the hilarious Danny DeVito. His
grotesque portrayal of Goodman,
an 89-year-old Jewish furniture
dealer is the blood-pumping heart
of the show. Goodman provides a
comic relief to a very somber play,

yet his character can be serious and
reflective, having an almost Shakespearean quality to him. His Yiddish accent is sometimes overly exaggerated, but it only adds an extra
charm to his mysterious persona.
Every time Goodman sets
his cane on stage, he immediately steals the spotlight, drawing incredible reactions from the
audience.
If there is anything great about
this production, it is the incredible work by the set designer Derek
McLane. He puts together a heavy
scenery full of antique furniture
that not only represents the time
period, but breathes with memories of the past.
McLane’s work is pure symbolism. An old sofa with worn
out cushions represents the father, whose spirit is still lingering

over his two sons. A gilded harp is
Franz’s mother, who had to give up
her musical career in order to raise
a family.
McLane’s set is a character of its
own, becoming a pivotal force behind the drama where everything is
about value and worthiness.
Just last season, there were two
brilliant revivals of Miller’s plays,
The Crucible and A View from the
Bridge, the latter winning a Tony
for Best Revival of a Play. Both plays
were directed by a Belgian avantgarde director Ivo Van Hove, whose
extraordinary artistic approach has
brought Miller to a new level of relevance.
The Price fails to come anywhere
even close to the cultural significance of Van Hove’s work, suffering
from lackluster directing and unexceptional performances.

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM

Directed by Kinney and produced by RTC, a cast full of screen veterans explore familial problems in Miller’s classic play.
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Jackman returns in Logan to show emotional side of Wolverine
REEL REVIEWS

BENJAMIN WALLIN
The very first word spoken by
the protagonist is an expletive.
After the critically panned X-Men
Origins: Wolverine and the slightly
better received film The Wolverine,
Hugh Jackman makes his final outing as the titular Logan, the nowbearded mutant with a penchant
for violent attacks with the metal
claws that extend from his hand.
With the success of Deadpool,
the idea of R-rated superhero movies became a fiscally sound possibility. Although the filmmakers
claim that Logan would have been
made with such a rating regardless,
the connection is certainly there.
The movie revels in its more mature rating, with all of the violence
and cursing that go along with it.
The year is 2029 and mutants,
the hot-button issue and a motif
throughout nearly every X-Men
movie, have become a relic of the
past. The few remaining include
Wolverine, whose healing ability
has begun to deteriorate, as can be
seen by his grizzled hair and aging face. The mutant, alternatively
known as Logan, subsists on funds
from his limousine service, akin
to Uber.
With the simple title of Logan
and a popular trailer incorporating Johnny Cash’s cover of the song
“Hurt,” this superhero movie was
looking to be like something more
of a film, one which would transcend its genre. The lyrics “I hurt

myself today to see if I still feel,”
paired with imagery of a tired Logan, battered by old age and a difficult life definitely gave off this impression.
The decidedly gritty appearance
coupled with the dysfunctional
“family” set-up of the mentor, the
fatigued and unwilling protagonist
and the young ward only helped
contribute to this appearance.
The story begins with a plea for
help to Logan. There is a woman
who wants to bring a young girl—at
first believed to be her daughter—
to a place of safety under Logan’s
protection. He refuses until the offer of significant money comes into
play. This is a Logan who has lost all
his loyalties and any sense of pure
goodness through loss and heartbreak. When push comes to shove,
he only does the right thing when
there is no other alternative.
This is a Logan who has lost all
his loyalties and any sense of pure
goodness through loss and heartbreak. When push comes to shove,
he only does the right thing when
there is no other alternative.
Meanwhile, Logan has been
taking care of the far more elderly
Professor Xavier, or Professor X,
played by Patrick Stewart. With
the rebooted X-Men films starring
James McAvoy in Stewart’s role and
the expansion of X-Men into the
world of television, Stewart is beginning to feel less relevant within
this universe.
Along with Jackman, he announced that this would be his last
film as Professor X, barring any unforeseen circumstances.
Much like Logan has lost the
strength of his healing factor, Professor X struggles with diminished
control of his powerful mind, one
with abilities including telepathy
and mind control. As a result, he
must be kept drugged, lest his decomposing mind brings danger to

the rest of the world.
In the care of these two is the
adapted form of the comic book
character, X-23, here known as
Laura. Played by Dafne Keen in her
first appearance in film, Laura is a
young girl with powers like those of
Logan. Although she is mostly silent, she can emote well. Her inclusion sets up sequel potential, one of
the first cracks in the possibility of
Logan becoming a great film to be
remembered.
Within minutes of Logan’s
opening profanity, the first fight
sequence in the film is bathed in a
gorgeous purple light, with a look
distinctly unique from the rest of
the X-Men movies. The rest of the
action moments are not quite so
carefully constructed.
While the gore and rage fit the
character of Wolverine much better
than the previously neutered depictions, it feels out of sync with the
aim of cinematic greatness.

Jackman must protect a young mutant who is very much like him and battle the dark forces that want to capture her in Logan.

The annual fashion show featured live music, dance perfomances and both male and female models.
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
After months of planning, practicing and rehearsing, a group of
models and performers finally
took the stage at the Black Student Union’s 11th annual fashion
show. The models’ choreographed
routines shook Mason Hall, where
students from Baruch and other
schools cheered and applauded as
their friends and family members
came out on stage.
During rehearsals, although
the female models did not wear
fashion show garments, they still
sported sleek pumps in order to
break the shoes in and practice
walking fiercely.
While most of the women
matched the heels with comfortable jeans or a simple T-shirt, some
sported elaborate dresses and
printed skirts with new textures.
The men dressed as they would
have for the fashion show during
the rehearsal sessions.
On the night of the long-awaited event, models broke out into
their respective poses and strutted
down the stage, championing allblack ensembles, while a DJ laid
out flashy beats.
The first division of the show
was dedicated to patterns that anthropomorphized sleekness and
aloofness.
One of the initial all-male
groups that appeared on stage
sported a stern guise. They wore
unbuttoned black suit jackets with
a plain dark t-shirt underneath and
black sneakers. Each model took
his place on stage in one of five
designated spots and stood still
for a moment, their eyes scanning

the crowd.
To the spectators’ surprise,
they erupted into a dance routine
to New Edition’s “If It Isn’t Love.”
Their moves broke the penetrating
silence.
After that set of models took
a bow and proceeded backstage,
the DJ brought out the host of the
event. The two exchanged witty
banter and tried to hype up the
crowd before introducing the next
set of models. “What are we going to do when someone comes to
the stage?” the host asked. “Make
some noise!”
The host brought out a performer who sang an a cappella version of “Lift Every Voice and Sing,”
a poem adaptation that the NAACP
adopted as its official song.
Two members of Phi Beta Sigma, a Baruch honors organization,
came out on stage and performed
a series of explosive step routines.
Following their piece, the next
set of models came out. These ladies showed off elegant solid-colored costumes as they filed in one
at a time from each side of the stage.
Various performances followed, including an interpretive
dance feature to Beyonce’s “Check
Up On It.”
The second division paid tribute to a local entrepreneur’s line
called “Always Eating Better,” according to Marlee Carayol, BSU’s
director of marketing.
Models sashayed down the
stage in fitted jackets, the brand’s
logo etched onto a prominent spot
of each garment. The articles of
clothing ranged from sweatshirts
to t-shirts to jackets, but each
pushed a casual statement.
According to the website for Al-

sounds important enough.
The fights come with a ferocity that is quite unique to this film.
Anger, revenge and tiredness are
all forces propelling Jackman in
his performance. The emotions
are what give the brutality less of a
gratuitous feeling and more one of
catharsis.
Wolverine is any one who has
had it up to his or her neck and just
wants to tear the world apart with
some adamantium claws.
As an X-Men movie, Logan ranks
above any other Wolverine movie.
However, it does not surpass the
first two entries of the prequel trilogy, X-Men: First Class or Days of
Future Past, and has a tough case
for itself to make against X-Men
and X2.
The inability to maintain tonal
focus and to make Logan an isolated movie in cinematic history is
disappointing, but is an otherwise
solid movie.

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM

Black Student Union hosts 11th annual
fashion show after months of planning
OPINIONS EDITOR

Showing short individual clips
over a powerful song in a trailer is
reasonably simple, for one who is
willing to avoid the cliche trailer
conventions. It may be more difficult than the finished product
makes it seem, but nonetheless it
is relatively simple. Constructing a
film over two hours long and maintaining or developing the tone with
consistency is much harder.
For all the criticism that can be
leveled against it, Logan is a good
movie. The only problem is that it
is not quite great. The limits of the
PG-13 rating are not missed, yet the
attempts to prove how much the
new rating allows feels excessive at
points.
The silence of Laura is a powerful device, but is mishandled by
the end. The final shot of the film
is one that feels like a sentence of
dialogue said with a certain weight.
It is not exceptionally meaningful,
but when delivered with gravity, it

ways Eating Better, designer Tony
H.C., a Baruch student, “created
A3B to express a different and lavish lifestyle for young entrepreneurs. His main goal and target
was young men & woman in the
Harlem, New York. He wanted
show society their worth and in
the world, by overcoming the obstacles we face daily.”
The DJ and host brought out
a street beatboxer who mystified
audience members with his talent.
He performed in increments, adding a new sound each time.
The first level, as indicated by
him, consists of standard beatboxing. Transitioning into the second
level means adding a different
sound while still maintaining the
established beat from the prior
level. His performance generated
loud applause and cheers.
Carayol said that one of the
coordinators of the fashion show
found the beatboxer performing
in subway cars and asked him to
come down.
Toward the end of the fashion
show, the models paraded down
the stage in a circular fashion,
hands together in applause for
and support of one another. Bruno
Mars’ “24K Magic” closed out the
last division of the fashion show.
“I think the show is great. It really promotes positivity and confidence. It’s something I hope to
see continue at Baruch for a long
time,” Carayol said. “It really promotes confidence for kids to be
able to walk out on stage.”
Carayol believes that the fashion show has many benefits, including the fact that it gives upand-coming designers and students a chance to shine.

Vogue Paris stands up for
LGBT rights with model
BY ELINA NIYAZOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With her piercing aqua eyes
complementing the gold-tinted
metallic Yves Saint Laurent gown,
Valentina Sampaio poses defiantly for her close-up, dominating Vogue Paris’s March cover. It
is stunning, bold and reveals the
most audacious side of Vogue Paris
yet, presenting its first-ever cover
with a transgender model.
Below the sea of purple light
surrounding Sampaio, the cover
reads “Transgender beauty: How
it’s shaking up the world,” a cover
line which makes the action even
more groundbreaking. In this one
page, Vogue Paris completely deconstructs decades-old standards
of beauty and advocates for an underrepresented yet powerful group
of people.
Sampaio is not the first transgender femme-fatale to be featured on the front cover of a magazine. Actress Laverne Cox from the
Netflix original Orange is the New
Black, appeared on the cover of
Time magazine in June 2014. Caitlyn Jenner, former Olympic champion, debuted her transition on
the cover of Vanity Fair in 2015.
Emmanuelle Alt, the editorin-chief of Vogue Paris and the
decision-maker behind this issue’s
cover girl, wrote an editorial letter accompanying the bold cover
which shatters social norms and
praises Sampaio.
Alt describes her reasoning behind the choice of this model as
not merely because of her striking
looks or shining personality, but
because Sampaio “embodies an
age-old arduous struggle to be recognized and not to be perceived as
Other, a gender exile.”

Alt’s motive is to normalize
transgender models as any other
model who happens to be strutting the runway. She strives to create a world in which it is not necessary to mention that someone is
transgender.
Vogue Paris could not have
picked a more optimal time to
release this daring edition, as
March is the month in which the
world celebrates both International Women’s Day on March 8
and International Day of Transgender Visibility on March 31, a
day dedicated to commending the
transgender community as well as
raising awareness for the discrimination faced by them.
On a less festive note, the world
witnessed the Trump administration’s reversal of a protected
transgender policy by disallowing transgender students from using the restroom in public schools
with which gender they identify.
These events display the current
sentiments toward the transgender community in both the fashion
industry and society, a wave of acceptance and a wave of rejection.
As symbols of relentless
strength and challengers of conformity, transgender people have
continued the fight that many activists started long ago: to spread a
message of love, recognition and
visibility of people of all kind.
The fashion industry is paving
a bright path for a hopeful future
with choices like these. Nevertheless, the fight is not officially over;
Alt points out that “only when a
transgendered person poses on
the front cover of a fashion magazine and it is no longer necessary
to write an editorial on the subject will we know that the battle
is won.”
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First ever Art-a-Thon invites students to engage in visual arts
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“Students love playing the
piano, they just really enjoy it. I
just want all students to participate in piano, in learning,” said
Swartz, who has taught at Baruch
since the ‘80s. “I want our students
to be happy, and to enjoy their
time here.”
As students worked through
playing “Heartland Blues” by Eric
Kriss, Swartz encouraged improvisation while using repetition in
order to drive techniques home.
By the time the event reached its
halfway point, students were able
to successfully play the piece all the
way through.
“Being taught and learning from
Professor Swartz is going to encourage me to play piano in the future,” said Chen Tang, who had not
played the piano prior to the event.
“It sounds interesting.”
Weissman Dean Aldemaro
Romero Jr. noted that the event
was the first of its kind to take place
within Baruch College. Romero organized the Art-A-Thon’s events by
consulting with department chairs,
who in turn consulted with their
professors.
“This creates a sense of community and also showcases the
artistic abilities of our faculty and
our students,” said Romero, who
participated in the flash mob by
performing a musical piece written
by his father.
Swartz’s event was followed by
a multitude of events throughout
the day, including an improvisational theater session, a marathon
reading of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and a flash mob in the 24th
Street Plaza. The latter event was
live-streamed to Baruch alumni. A
video will also be posted on both
Vimeo and YouTube.
Professor Allison Curseen hosted a book-making event in collabo-

ration with the Weissman School
of Arts and Sciences. Held in NVC
7-244, the book-making event lasted from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Curseen took students through
the process of making their own
journals by hand, detailing ways
to design the covers, as well as
binding the journals with twine
or ribbon.
Free materials were provided
for student use including different types of decorative paper, glue,
lace, markers, ribbon, rubber cement and scissors.
While Romero approached the
entire English Department for assistance with the Art-A-Thon, it was
Curseen’s idea to do a book-making session with students. In one of
her classes, explained Curseen, she
had her students create and bind
their own books for a project—an
activity that Curseen felt that she
could bring to the wider student
population.
Radhika Kalani, an event attendee, was drawn to book-making
because of her love for scrapbooking and arts and crafts.
“It’s nice to see more of this
at Baruch because it’s a business
school,” said Kalani, an intended
computer information sciences
major. She further explained that
she has been unable to find a club
on campus that focuses on making
art and appreciated an event where
students could express themselves
creatively.
“Everything is so not visual arts
centered, there’s nothing—besides
for [the student literary magazine]
Encounters,” agreed Goldie Gross
about Baruch. Gross, another event
participant and an undeclared major, hoped to make art and meet
similar-minded students during
the event.
Students were able to take their
completed books with them once
finished.

Students also gathered in the
English Department at the same
time as the book making event
went on to receive a poem on-thespot from a typist during Typewriter Rodeo.
Initially, a single typewriter occupied the space, one typist taking
requests from the emerging crowd.
Halfway through the event, two
other writers joined the typist to cater to the crowd.
Benjamin Long, editor-in-chief
of Dollars & Sense, manned one
typewriter. As interested students
trickled in, the typists set to work.
Students and passersby requested
poems featuring various themes,
some as abstract as ultra-violence
and others as intimate as beauty.
One student asked typist Gregory Guma, a poetry editor for Encounters Magazine, to write her a
poem about green peas. Guma responded with a haiku about refusing to eat a meal that had included
green peas.
As he hit the keys, Guma wondered out loud whether he had
spelled “daisies” correctly. His concentration was broken only by the
occasional question or request.
Participant Annie O’Sullivan
expressed amazement during the
event.
“Is it selfish to ask for one from
all of them?” O’Sullivan asked,
upon receiving a handwritten
poem from one writer. Another
student asked one of the writers to
sign the poem he wrote for her.
Professor Mary McGlynn, who
supervised the event, said the typewriters belonged to Guma, who has
collected 12 of them and expects
to expand his collection. “He is the
perfect person [for this]. It makes
me want to have my own collection.
They are so gorgeous and sculptural and kind of sexy,” she said.
McGlynn said the English department has its own typewriters

to create labels without the hassle
of matching programs to ordinary
labels printed on computer paper.
Among the Art-a-Thon’s extensive array of available workshops
and events was a mosaic canvas
painting on the second floor of
the Newman Vertical Campus. The
event, hosted by Baruch’s Undergraduate Student Government’s
Arts Committee, sought to expand club and student interaction
with art in a meaningful way that
stretched beyond what is normally
done on campus.
Nathan Lin and Rebecca Vicente, co-chairs of the Arts Committee, headed the event, marking
their presence in the lobby with
lively banter, encouraging passing
students to contribute to one of
the many square spaces allotted on
the canvas.
While Art-a-Thon’s activities
ranged from book-making to student poetry readings and pop-up
makerspaces, the events were
largely supervised by faculty members. The mosaic event stood out,
however, in its “by students, for

students” attitude, which sought to
bolster creativity and representation on campus.
Yvonne Duong, one of over 20
contributors to the canvas mosaic,
commented on the importance of
Art-A-Thon at Baruch and of the
mosaic saying, “I think it’s going
to bring more color to this school
that’s kind of like a dull and business-oriented school. It’s nice because people are actually becoming more and more interested in art
now and we now have opportunities to let students see it and actually represent their art.”
Vicente explains, “One of the
things that [Nathan] and I really try
to think about are different ways
to create community through the
arts. The goal of this project was
to create a visual representation
of different voices and personalities of the Baruch community. It
was a simple way to ask students to
express themselves … Each square
comes together to create a larger
mosaic, which is representational
of what we believe community
should be.”

NADIA GOMEZ | SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Baruch students engaged in a multitude of activities during Art-a-Thon.
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Nintendo Switch console debuts after months of anticipation
BY LUIS LUCERO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

After four years on the North
American market, Nintendo announced in 2016 that it would soon
release the follow-up to its Wii U
home video game console. As the
months went by, more details were
revealed, ultimately culminating
with the reveal of its design and
name: the Nintendo Switch.
This new system advertises
itself as a hybrid console, meaning that the hardware comes with
two methods of play, at home or
on-the-go. The main unit itself is a
large LCD touch screen tablet with
a slot for game cartridges on top.
The console will come with a dock
that transfers the game image from
the tablet to a television when it is
connected.
The primary controllers, known
as Joy-Cons, are made up of two
detachable halves that either attach
to a tablet in portable mode or on
a grip in dock mode to provide the
feel of a gamepad controller. Like
Nintendo’s previous two consoles,
a separate Pro controller will be
released, giving gamers the feel of
a traditional Xbox 360- or PlayStation 3-styled controller.
The games for the console are
now released on cartridges that appear very similar to the ones used
on Nintendo’s DS and 3DS handheld systems. As a result, backward
compatibility with the disc-based
Wii and Wii U has been rendered
impossible, though it has been
confirmed that Amiibo figures will
still be supported.
After months of anticipation
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The Nintendo Switch was released in the United States on March 3, with titles such as Just Dance released alongside it.
among gamers and the gaming media, the Nintendo Switch was finally launched in the United States on
March 3 with mixed reviews. While
pre-order sales were strong in Europe and North America, several
hardware and software issues—like
the poor battery life of the tablet in
portable mode, a bare-bones user
interface at launch and a lackluster
selection of titles available on day
one of the console’s release—hurt
the Switch.

The system was released with
10 games in North America, three
of which are available exclusively
on the Nintendo eShop. Aside from
the latest installments of long-running franchises like Just Dance and
Skylanders and a re-release of indie
game Shovel Knight, each title tries
to make use of the various features
of the system, namely the Joy-Cons.
One such game is 1-2-Switch, a
party game that focuses on minigames that require two players to

each use a Joy-Con and play using audio cues while looking at
each other. Another Switch exclusive at launch is Snipperclips: Cut
It Out, Together!, a puzzle game
that makes use of a snipping mechanic to allow players to cooperate and solve shape- and physicsbased puzzles.
The Legend of Zelda: Breath of
the Wild was also one of the first
games released on the Switch. Previously announced as a Wii U ex-

clusive back in 2013, this is the first
installment since Twilight Princess
to be released on two concurrent
Nintendo home consoles.
Unlike previous games in the
main series, there is greater emphasis on open-world exploration.
Very similar to the original Legend
of Zelda, there are little instructions
given to the player when the game
starts and the player can explore
the world at whatever pace suits
him or her.
In addition to the launch library, several new games are being
introduced throughout 2017 to satisfy early adopters. One game that
will be coming soon is Mario Kart
8 Deluxe, an updated version of the
Wii U kart racer that finally adds
the battle mode that was omitted
from the original game, as well as
new characters and weapons in
addition to all previously released
downloadable content. Another
unique game that was announced
is Arms, a fighting game that features characters using a variety of
extendable arms to defeat opponents in a 3-D ring.
Nintendo’s most famous mascot is returning to the spotlight in
Super Mario Odyssey. After years
of experimenting with anti-gravity
gameplay and mixing together 3-D
controls with 2-D level design, the
series is finally returning to the
open-world exploration gameplay
that defined the Italian plumber’s
first two 3-D outings in Super Mario 64 and Super Mario Sunshine.
Mario’s trademark cap will also
come to life and serve as his primary attack, as well as his sidekick
throughout the adventure.

Online breast milk industry opens up options for mothers in need
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

Like many mothers, Jennifer
Rieder keeps busy. Her time is divided among taking care of her two
infant daughters, maintaining a
successful relationship and declining men who request to see photographs of her breasts online.
Rieder, one of hundreds of
thousands of active users on OnlyTheBreast.com, sells her breast
milk to interested clients. OnlyTheBreast has earned its reputation as
the kingpin of the for-profit human
breast milk industry.
Most of Rieder’s customers are
women who need the milk to feed
their infants, she says. Some, however, are men who fetishize breast
milk and drink it for alternative
purposes, such as for health or for
its taste.
Sites like OnlyTheBreast, where
customers can make monetary
transactions in exchange for a single sample of breast milk, function
like eBay.com. Individuals interested in buying or selling breast milk
sign up for an account and specify
what they want.
OnlyTheBreast and similar sites
are largely unregulated, which
means that transactions do not
guarantee buyers’ security.
The site operates according to
caveat emptor, or “let the buyer
beware.” Customers have no way
to ensure that the milk they purchase comes from a human or
that their purchase is even safe for
consumption.
The lack of regulation, however,
only encourages Rieder. As a lactating mother in her late 20s who produces more breast milk than her
child can consume, she appreciates
the lack of federal interference.
Government
organizations,
such as regulated nonprofit milk
banks, lead to long waiting lists,
Rieder says. She prefers online ven-

ues because she can choose the
recipient of the milk and bypass
waiting lists while still setting her
own price.
OnlyTheBreast operates internationally, but Rieder relies on the
site to schedule meetings with clients in and around her hometown
of Woodbury, Texas.
The company provides no
screening of the people who want
to purchase breast milk. While
Rieder mostly encounters young
mothers on the site who have difficulty lactating, she is familiar
with other people who request
breast milk, such as men who claim
that they crave it for its taste or intend to use it to supplement their
health regimen.
However, present information
reveals few breast milk benefits for
adults. After researching lactation
for over two decades, Professor
Bruce German, a lactation biologist and chemist at the University
of California, Davis, learned that
adults do not process breast milk in
the same way that infants do.
German works at the Foods for
Health Institute, an initiative at
his campus to understand what
people should be eating in the
21st century. Early in his career,
German researched lactation and
its relationship to nourishment.
He chemically split apart human
breast milk enzymes to study their
composition and found that breast
milk has a high concentration of
lactose. Infants can readily digest
lactose because of a specific enzyme they possess. German and
his team, however, determined
that adults cannot fully digest human breast milk because after
infancy this enzyme develops an
alternate function.
Therefore, German said, human
breast milk gives no benefits when
consumed by adults. Diet and agriculture are “basically not taught in
school. If people learn more about
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Websites such as OnlyTheBreast operate as a conduit in which lactating mothers can sell their breast milk to clients.
our diet, they would think it’s silly
to consume breast milk. I think
history will look back on this particular window of social knowledge
and scholars will ask what we were
thinking,” he explained.
Milk banks under the umbrella
of various nonprofit organizations
also provide breast milk to interested customers. These organizations
store breast milk from donors who
produce an excess of it. Specialists
screen donors to ensure that their
breast milk samples are healthy
and recipients are then selected in
the order that they appear on the

waiting list.
Some organizations like Eats
On Feets—a nonprofit network
that facilitates the arrangement
of milk-sharing—do not rely on a
waiting list or any kind of hierarchy to distribute healthy milk. The
organization simply connects donors and recipients over the internet, according to Maria Armstrong,
co-founder of Eats On Feets. Armstrong and her coworkers provide
safety information, prohibit monetary transactions and rely on social
media to create profiles for donors
and babies in need.

Like many nonprofit milk banks,
Eats On Feets exclusively serves
babies in need of nourishment.
Occasionally, the organization receives requests from other customers but adults are “not allowed [to
be served] and quickly thwarted,”
Armstrong said.
Rieder too only sells her milk
to mothers in need, but she still
receives the occasional request for
nude photographs or sample tastes
from men who use OnlyTheBreast.
For women desperately in need,
she may choose to lower the price
per sample.
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Heatwaves in southwestern US deserts leave songbirds at risk
BY MAYA YEGOROVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The magnitude and duration
of heatwaves in the desert of the
southwestern United States are
projected to put songbirds at a
greater risk for death, according to
research funded by the National
Science Foundation.
The drastically high temperatures have caused fatal dehydration and mass death in five species of songbirds. The recurrence
and strength of the heatwaves
may change activity, the conservation standings and geographic
location restraints of the impacted
songbirds. The heatwaves are expected to further intensify under
climate change.
Researchers analyzed the impact of heatwaves on evaporative water loss in songbirds. They
focused on five songbird species
frequently found in the southwest
desert: the Abert’s towhee, the cactus wren, the curve-billed thrasher, the house finch and the lesser
goldfinch.
Blair Wolf, a professor of biology
at the University of New Mexico,
examined the heat resistance for
each of the five species and found
that birds are vulnerable to heat
stress for two reasons. Firstly, birds
cannot evaporate enough water
to stay refreshed, so they become
overheated and perish from heat
exhaustion. Secondly, the excessive amounts of evaporative water depletion needed to stay cool
drains their body water pools to
life-threatening quantities, causing
them to die of dehydration.
Co-author Alexander Gerson,
an assistant professor of biology
at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst, further explained that
a songbird’s rate of water loss increases at about 40 degrees Celsius,
or 104 degrees Fahrenheit. Most

animals can only withstand water
depletion that triggers a 15 or 20
percent loss of body mass before
they die. Gerson clarified that an
animal who encounters peak temperatures on a scorching summer
day with no water will not live long.
Researchers utilized hourly
geospatial temperature maps and
mechanistically informed models created by North American
Land Data Assimilation System, a
land surface modeling effort that
NASA maintains along with other
organizations.
They used physiological statistics to analyze how amounts of
evaporative water loss in reaction
to high temperatures were different
among five species with varying
body masses. They further sought
to see how frequently the temperature differs and how climate
change affects die-offs. Using this
information, researchers were able
to pinpoint the impact of current
and future heatwaves on fatal dehydration perils for songbirds and
how fast dehydration can happen
in each species.
The results found that smaller
species are particularly in jeopardy
because they lose water at a more
rapid rate. Small-bodied birds
are also more likely to experience
destructive conditions more frequently, over shorter time periods
and over wide-ranging geographic
locations.
At 50 degrees Celsius, or 122 degrees Fahrenheit, the lesser goldfinch and the house finch lose 8
to 9 percent of their body mass to
evaporative water loss per hour,
whereas only 5 percent of a curvebilled thrasher’s mass is depleted
per hour. By the end of the century,
the amount of days in the southwest desert where fatal dehydration will be a noticeable hazard
will rise from seven days to 25 days
per year.
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The frequency, duration and magnitude of heatwaves in the southwestern United States leave songbirds at risk for death.
While house finches and lesser
gold finches are smaller than their
counterparts, they enjoy better
endurance: the two species can
thrive in a multitude of ecosystems
and they cover more extensive
territory. On the other hand, the
curve-billed thrasher and Abert’s
towhee have distinct environmental requirements that restrict where
they could settle, confining them to
deserts in the Southwest. This signifies that a considerable amount
of their population is in danger
of fatal dehydration when brutal
heatwaves occur.
An increase in 4 degrees Celsius

will increase the magnitude of dehydration perils and will stir new
menaces for larger songbirds. Scientists anticipate a 7 degrees Fahrenheit increase between 2070 and
2100. As temperatures rise, species
such as the cactus wren will disperse from states like Arizona and
California and will become concentrated in Texas.
Researchers commented that
microclimates such as mountaintops, trees and washes with shade
act as climate sanctuaries for songbirds. These environments permit
a songbird’s body temperature to
cool to a healthy level. This may be

vital in supervision programs for
defenseless species, as Gerson clarifies that if a scientist recognizes
the best microclimate for the birds
then they will better understand
the temperatures that are appropriate for the songbirds.
The temperatures and heat
wave occurrences will disrupt the
water equilibrium and geographic
dispersal of acid-region birds. The
examination highlights the dangers of high temperatures—especially for the lesser goldfinch
and the house finch—and advises
protection of warm habitats and
water supply.

Mangels and Rakoff discuss role neuroscience can play within law
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Mangels is a professor of psychology at Baruch and at the CUNY
Graduate Center and is also currently the chair of Baruch’s department of psychology.
Both presenters gave insight
into the role neuroscience could
play in law, and the audience was
given perspectives from both a scientific and legal standpoint.
The event began promptly at 7
p.m. At the door of recital hall, all
attendees were handed clickers
and programs detailing the structure of the event.
Once inside, and after a brief
introduction on the part of the presenters, the talk started with Mangels engaging the audience by posing a question: should neuroscience and the law be intertwined?
With their clickers, audience members could respond with “yes,” “no,”
“depending on the circumstances”
or “not enough information to answer properly yet.”
The results showed that around
70 people responded to the question with majority of the people
voting that for neuroscience and
law could be brought together depending on the circumstance.
After seeing the results of the
vote, Mangels asked the audience,
“Should neuroscience be used to
help make decisions about the
length sentences given?” The available options were the same as the
first question except this time more
people answered “no” than before.
Mangels and Rakoff followed
the questions by educating the audience on how neuroscience could
be used to help the law in place of
tools like polygraphs.
They talked about the pitfalls of
the polygraph test and how it was
cheatable, as well as the neuroscience alternative: fMRIs. An fMRI
is a neuroimaging procedure that
gives pictures of the brain and its
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Mangels and Rakoﬀ spoke about how the neuroimaging procedure fMRI, pictured above, can produce more accurate lie detecting results than traditional methods.
areas. When a person is questioned
during an fMRI, different parts of
his or her brain light up depending on whether or not he or she is
telling the truth. This is a more reliable approach to lie detection compared to polygraphs, which can
easily be cheated.
Although fMRIs advance the
lie detection field, the presenters
revealed that the tests could be
faulty and not always give consistent results. Rakoff followed this
revelation by giving insight into
how courts judged the validity of
evidence.
“In federal court, scientific evidence can only be admitted if it
passes a Daubert test. [The evidence] has to have been well tested, has to have been peer reviewed,

has to have been the subject of
publication in scientific journals,
has to have a reasonably known
error rate and has to be accepted
within scientific communities,”
said Rakoff. Since fMRIs do not
meet all of these standards, they
are primarily used in out-of-court
settlements.
The conclusion that both presenters divulged to the audience
was that neuroscience was useful
in certain situations, but it is still
not capable of making decisions for
the law.
One example given was psychopathy in which the person
scanned does not have the same
brain responses as other people.
A person like this might be given a
lighter sentence or no sentence at

all because an fMRI would not suggest guilt in the person.
Another case of how neuroscience could fail justice was the case
of a man with a tumor the size of
a golf ball in his brain. The man
had pedophilic tendencies, which
disappeared once the tumor was
removed. Seven months later, his
tumor started to regrow and his pedophilic tendencies returned. This
case showed that many different
factors could affect the brain and,
as a byproduct, affect how judges
presided over cases.
The case of the pedophilic
man demonstrated how easily the
brain could be affected, showing
that neuroscience was still not a
sure science.
The event ended with the pre-

senters asking the two initial questions again. This time the amount
of people who voted “yes” went
down significantly, but the amount
of “in certain circumstances” answers still remained relatively high,
despite Rakoff stating that neuroscience could not be used in court
judgements just yet.
To the sentencing question,
surprisingly, the number of people
who voted “yes” was relatively high,
though “in certain circumstances”
was still the most popular option.
Although neuroscience is still
far from being accurate enough
to help in the courtroom, it shows
promise for the future. Someday,
neuroscience may be able to help
delegate proper sentences and
more accurate rulings.
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Sports
March Madness looms as teams jockey championship dreams
BY EVAN LEWIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

March Madness has become a
staple in the U.S. sports landscape
since its creation in 1939. With 68
different teams all pining for the
coveted national championship,
every year is certain to bring plenty
of upsets and intrigue. This March
looks to be no different and right
now it is anyone’s guess as to who
might bring home the trophy when
all is said and done.
For many, the obvious picks to
win it all are the highest-ranked
seeds across the board. However,
many of these teams have glaring
flaws that are hard to overlook. Kansas is a top seed and it is considered
a heavy favorite by an abundance of
experts. It has the best backcourt in
the country, featuring Frank Mason
III and Devonte’ Graham, along
with top NBA prospect player Josh
Jackson and highly accomplished
coach Bill Self.
That being said, an injury-depleted bench and off-court issues
are worrisome to Jayhawks fans.
Combine those factors with the
troubling loss to unranked TCU
earlier in the season and there is
certainly room for doubt among
amateur “bracketologists.” On the
other hand, Kansas also toppled
both North Carolina and an extremely hot Duke team so fans
should be wary of counting the
team out.
Villanova is a team that is not
getting much love from fans, despite being ranked No. 1 overall in
the nation. The defending national
champions will likely have a very
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Though they struggled to live up to their preseason expectations, the Blue Devils are nonetheless favorites to take the championship.
tough playing field if they want to
go back-to-back, including a probable Sweet 16 match with Florida,
followed by a daunting Elite Eight
game against Duke. Still, Villanova
is flushed with elite players who
can easily run the boards and become the first repeat champions
since Florida in 2006 and 2007.
Gonzaga finished its season
with just one loss all year, but has
been dismissed as a legitimate title
contender by many due to its soft
schedule. According to ESPN, the
Bulldogs had the weakest record by
far of any team ranked in the top 20.
The last time the Zags were ranked
this high, they were upset by Wichita State, a ninth seed, in the second
round.
This year’s team does appear to

be more balanced both offensively
and defensively, but bracketologists have been skeptical to predict
a long run for the Zags after getting
duped by their misleading seed
number in 2013. Playing in a nonpower conference has made Gonzaga into a bit of an enigma thus far
and fans are not going to know how
good it truly is until the tournament
begins.
Many who doubt the legitimacy
of Gonzaga as a contender turn
instead to the No. 2 seed Arizona.
Fans and analysts alike have recently been enamored by the program and the Wildcats have quickly
become dark horse contenders to
give coach Sean Miller his first title.
Most East Coast fans have not seen
much of the Pac-12 conference due

to its late game times, but make
no mistake, Arizona has quietly
emerged as a dominant team. Lauri
Markkanen is poised to be a top10 pick in the upcoming NBA draft
and the experienced backcourt is
anchored by Kadeem Allen and
leading scorer Allonzo Trier. Aside
from a disappointing first-round
exit at the hands of Wichita State
last year, Arizona has advanced
to the Sweet 16 in the three years
prior.
The country knows that UNC is
good, but its path to the Big Dance
is easily the hardest of any one
seed. Odds are that North Carolina
will end up playing either Kentucky
or UCLA in the Elite Eight. Either of
those teams could end up being a
headache for the Tar Heels. Even if

they managed to survive the third
round, the Tar Heels would still
have both the Final Four and the
championship game to go before
possibly hoisting the trophy. Their
path is also stacked with possible
Cinderella candidates who could
spell trouble for UNC and the rest
of the slate. North Carolina is a solid squad, but it is worth discussing
whether it is strong enough to withstand such a tough road to the title
game.
Aside from the No. 1 seeds, two
teams on winning streaks are garnering championship buzz. Duke
started the season atop almost every poll because of its superb talent
and legendary coach Mike Krzyzewski, but a myriad of injuries—
even Krzyzewski underwent back
surgery—and star player Grayson
Allen’s peculiar antics derailed the
team during the season. Right now,
it appears the Blue Devils are back
on track, playing their best basketball of the season, poised to make
a push for the title. The odds makers in Las Vegas even have Duke
as their favorite to win it all. Some
analysts are still skeptical though,
wondering if this Duke team is truly this good or is just riding a welltimed hot streak.
With upsets and buzzer beaters
around every corner, March Madness is sure to be as thrilling as ever
this year. No. 2 seeds can fall to No.
15 seeds, an 11-seed can sneak into
the Elite Eight and an unsuspecting
freshman can become a campus
hero in a matter of seconds. Even
after all of the analyzation and
preparation, only one thing is for
sure: expect the unexpected.

MLB unveils intentional walk rule amid criticism over effectiveness
BY EVAN LEWIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Baseball, once known as the
United States’ favorite pastime,
has slowly but surely become secondary to football in the eyes of
fans across the country. One of
the reasons for this trend is the
pace of play in each sport. While
NFL games tend to last longer than
MLB games on average, there is
action on every play during a football game. In baseball, however,
fans sometimes have whole games
where teams only get a couple hits
and score one run.
For the avid baseball fan, pitchers’ duels are considered thrilling
and part of the beauty of the sport.
The average U.S. sports fan, on the
other hand, tends to find low-scoring games with little offense to be
dull.
This is why the MLB has decided to work toward shortening
games in recent years, such as limiting time in between innings. The
league’s newest rule change is in
the same vein as the others, though
this particular regulation has many
fans and players scratching their
heads.
The new directive states that
during intentional walks, managers
will only have to give a signal from
the dugout instead of having the
pitcher throw four balls outside the
strike zone on purpose. In theory,
the rule seems logical, yet it is spurring a much-heated debate from
both players and fans alike.
Those opposed to this new directive argue that intentional walks
are as short as they are infrequent.
All in all, they usually take about
one extra minute per game. Across
the entire league, an intentional
walk is only seen once every two
and half games on average. Essentially, the league is shaving one
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The traditional process of an intentional walk has been altered by a new rule in the MLB aimed at addressing game lenth.
minute off every two and a half
games this season; this is a drop in
the ocean when considering the big
picture.
Many argue that four-pitch intentional walks seem like an unnecessary part of a slow-moving
game, while others adamantly believe the time they remove from the
overall season is nothing compared
to the amount of intrigue they provide for many players and fans.
Over the years, plenty of baserunners have advanced on errant
intentional walk pitches. New York
Yankees fans need only to think
back to last season when rookie
phenom Gary Sanchez swung at a
misfired intentional walk pitch and
nearly crushed it out of the park.

There are times when these seemingly unnecessary pitches can end
up providing an element of unexpected excitement when things go
awry.
During the 2016 MLB season,
there were 932 intentional walks,
less than both the strike-shortened
season of 1994 and the 1990 season that featured four less teams
than the league has now. The last
season with less intentional walks
than 2016 was 35 years ago, also a
strike-shortened year. To find the
last full season in which there were
less than 932 intentional walks, one
would have to go all the way back
to 1962. That season only featured
20 teams, which is 10 less than the
league has now. With intentional

walks on the decline, some are confused about the timing of this rule
change.
Eliminating the intentional
walk process has many speculating over other changes to expect.
Another unnecessary part of the
game involves batters circling the
bases after hitting a home run.
This happens way more often—an
average of two home runs were hit
per game during the 2016 season—
than intentional walks, but getting
rid of this instrumental part of the
game would be considered almost
sinful to many loyal baseball fans
and big-time sluggers.
While taking away the home run
trot may seem like an impossibility to diehard baseball fans, it is no

longer off the table with these recent drawbacks.
Toronto Blue Jays catcher Russell Martin, a former Yankee,
brought this point up after the rule
change: “My thing is, if they really
want to speed up the game, then
when a guy hits a home run, to
speed up the game should a guy,
just like in softball, when he hits it,
should he just walk to the dugout?
It’d be quicker. I’m just wondering,
at what point do we just keep the
game, the game?”
MLB has to ask itself, if by trying to conserve time and gain more
fans, is it actually running the risk
of alienating and possibly losing
the longtime fans who have been
committed to the sport for years?
MLB commissioner Rob Manfred wants to cut down on the average duration of games and understandably so. Baseball is one of
the only major U.S. sports that does
not have a time clock. There is no
rushed feeling for a pitcher to throw
the ball and because of this, many
of them take their time. Fanatics
of the sport can appreciate the deliberation and careful preparation
behind each pitch, but most others
tend to find the inactivity extremely
boring. The new intentional walk
rule and its effectiveness are debatable, but all can agree that this
new directive is just the first step
the MLB is taking to try to shorten
baseball’s pace of play. With rumblings of pitch clocks possibly being on the horizon, it will certainly
be interesting to see where the
league decides to go from here in
its relentless pursuit to try to win
back the attention of the U.S. sports
landscape.
Nonetheless it is difficult to believe that these rule changes will
have major implications of overall
game popularity.
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Fans don national spirit for WBC
BY KEVIN MENDEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It has been 11 years since the
inaugural World Baseball Classic. The spectacle was created for
baseball to have some form of
international competition following the removal of baseball from
the Summer Olympics. Now in its
fourth iteration, the tournament
has become the most successful
international baseball event and
provides the stage for some of the
game’s brightest stars to showcase
their talents for an international
audience.
As its name suggests, the World
Baseball Classic is an international
baseball tournament held every
four years featuring 16 teams that
are broken down into six pools of
four teams. These teams then battle among one another within the
pool to advance to the next round.
Only the top two teams from each
pool advance to the second round
where the winners are again pitted
to compete for the top two spots.
From there, the semifinals pit the
four remaining teams against one
another until the final two teams
play in the championship game.
The tournament typically takes
place in the weeks before the beginning of the MLB regular season
in order to encourage the participation of major league players.
This policy has been successful in
securing major and minor league
talent for teams which normally
would not stand a chance against
perennial baseball superpowers
such as the Dominican Republic,
Japan and the United States.
Still, the tournament’s timing has also drawn its fair share of
criticism from major league players, owners and general managers. Late New York Yankees owner
George Steinbrenner once hung a
sign in the Yankees spring train-

ing clubhouse denouncing the
tournament. He made it clear to
the press that he did not think his
highly paid All-Stars should be
playing at such a competitive level
at a time when they should have
been preparing for the long grind
of the major league season. This
same criticism has often led to
teams participating in the tournament not fielding the best rosters
they possibly could.
The United States, despite being the home of MLB and having
arguably the biggest pool of talent
to draw from, has never won the
WBC. Indeed, some of the best
major league players elect to stay
in spring training with their own
clubs. Still, other players relish the
opportunity to compete and represent their country such as twotime participant and former Team
USA captain Derek Jeter and New
York Mets captain David Wright,
whose performance in the 2013
classic earned him the nickname
“Captain America.”
The WBC has also provided the
first look at young stars that in future years would go on to become
household names. The 2006 Classic gave much of the world its first
impression of Daisuke Matsuzaka,
the best pitcher in Japan at the
time and eventual Classic Most
Valuable Player. One year later,
Matsuzaka would set off a bidding war for his services between
the Boston Red Sox and the Yankees, with Boston coming away the
winner. The 2009 World Baseball
Classic acquainted the world with
a young Cuban outfielder named
Yoenis Cespedes who three years
later would sign a four-year, $36
million contract with the Oakland
Athletics, quickly establishing
himself as one of the most dynamic players in MLB before finding
his current role as the Mets’ most
valuable player.

The 2017 WBC will see the defending champion, the Dominican Republic team, following an
undefeated 8-0 run in 2013, try
to defend its crown and repeat as
champions. The Dominican Republic is well equipped for this
pursuit as its roster boasts some
of, if not all, the best Dominican
talent the Major Leagues has to offer. Third baseman Adrian Beltre,
second baseman Robinson Cano
and outfielders Jose Bautista and
Nelson Cruz are all household
names who take the time to represent their native country. The 2013
runner up Puerto Rico will look to
avenge last tournament’s championship loss when it takes the field.
Led by veteran Carlos Beltran, the
team also features a talented group
of young infielders in the Chicago
Cubs’ World Series champion Javier Baez, Houston Astros star Carlos Correa and Cleveland Indians
shortstop Francisco Lindor.
Always a heavy favorite, Japan
will seek to return to glory and
repeat its championship performances in 2006 and 2009, featuring the best of renowned Nippon
Professional Baseball. The Japanese will only have one player with
major league experience on its roster in Astros outfielder Norichika
Aoki. Another powerhouse, the
United States will try to put its
name in the champions’ column
when it sends out a starting nine
led by 2016 National League home
run leader Nolan Arenado and Miami Marlins mainstays Giancarlo
Stanton and Christian Yelich.
No matter what team one roots
for or what country one comes
from, the World Baseball Classic
promises exciting baseball and
extraordinary displays of national
pride as some of the world’s finest
players take the field for the pride
of the entire country.

Giants bolster receiving corps with signing of determined Marshall
BY GEORGES HUBERT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Brandon Marshall has signed a
two-year, $12 million deal with the
New York Giants. The Giants announced the deal on Wednesday,
March 8 and Marshall tweeted a
picture of the signed contract with
the caption “Done Deal” moments
later.
When asked about the decision
to sign with the Giants, Marshall
explained he was not in search of
the most money, but rather the
greatest opportunity to win his first
championship. In his words, “It
probably was the least amount of
money. It was all about a championship. They presented the best opportunity to be in a championship
organization.”
Marshall has been on four different teams including the Chicago
Bears, Denver Broncos, Miami Dolphins and the New York Jets. He
has not made the playoffs with any
of these teams despite an impressive personal stat sheet. The Jets released Marshall after a disappointing second season that followed a
team record 1,502 receiving yards,
109 catches and 14 touchdowns
in his first season in New York. After a nasty, drama-filled 2016-17
campaign with the Jets, Marshall
refused an extension and looked
to free agency for better opportunities.
When asked about his request to
be released, Marshall said, “It was
extremely hard, because we went
into last year with high expectations and really believing that that
was our moment, and the wheels
fell off.” The Jets save $7.5 million in
salary cap with his departure.
Marshall replaces long-time
Giants’ favorite Victor Cruz in a
strengthened receiving core consisting of superstar pass catcher
Odell Beckham Jr. and sophomore

WWW.NORTHJERSEY.COM

With Marshall set to line up across Beckham, the Giants receivers bring new dynamics that will create problems for defenses.
sensation Sterling Shepard. Quarterback Eli Manning has expressed
his excitement about the signing
saying, “Odell over here, Brandon
Marshall over there. That seems
right.” Indeed, it is the first time that
a true wide receiver lined up across
Beckham, as the Giants traditionally shuffled slot receivers, including
Cruz, at the edges.
Marshall has revealed plans to
begin training with Manning in
early April, explaining, “Eli is already on me about getting together
in the beginning of April with a few
of the other guys.”
On paper, Marshall’s signing
creates defensive nightmares for

opposing teams. Despite his age,
Marshall is still a No.1 receiver who
garners the attention of the opponent’s top cornerback. Having two
top receivers on the field simultaneously in Marshall and Beckham is sure to generate mismatch
opportunities and a serious deep
threat. The signing of Marshall effectively eliminates the possibility
of double-teaming Beckham, and
now cautions defensive backs from
loading the front lines.
The veteran receiver has also
heaped praise on the Giants organization citing the team’s stability
with ownership and management.
The Mara family has owned the Gi-

ants since the team was founded in
1925 and the Giants’ general manager Jerry Reese has been involved
with the Giants since 1994. Reese
also articulated his enthusiasm for
the deal when he said “Brandon is a
big, talented wide receiver who we
believe can still play at a very high
level but, most of all, we believe he
still has the hunger.”Marshall, who
is turning 33 years old on March 23,
said late last season that he hopes
to play until he is 38 or 39.
“I have lot to prove. I have a chip
on my shoulder. When you get to
the plus side of 30, a lot of people
say that you’re done,” Marshall
said at the Giants training center.

“I want to try to outwork everyone
and do my best to be the best receiver I can be.” He was certain he
has plenty of football in his future.
Staying in New York, Marshall
will be able to continue his media
career, where he was a weekly guest
on popular shows as a member
of the Jets and has agreed to join
WFAN’s Mike Francesa according
to Newsday’s Kimberley Martin.
The Giants continue to put
together the missing pieces to
become consistent playoff contenders. While Marshall’s signing
certainly takes some pressure off
Manning’s shoulders, there are still
issues that the team must address.
The theme of the last decade for
Giants’ football has been a weak offensive line, yet little is being done
to address the situation in free
agency. Other key pieces include
signing an equally capable passcatching and blocking tight end, a
consistent running back to fill Rashad Jennings’ role and resigning
veteran Jason Pierre-Paul to anchor
the defensive line.
In addition to resigning offensive lineman John Jerry and running back Orleans Darkwa, the
team announced the signing of
tight end Rhett Ellison of the Minnesota Vikings and offensive lineman D.J. Fluker from the San Diego
Chargers.
Still, a major obstacle to filling
the missing pieces is the Giants
tight salary cap situation. Following
last year’s high profile signings, the
team entered this offseason with
less than $15 million in salary cap
space. This is a situation that the
Giants must manage effectively, especially as Beckham’s rookie contract expiration looms.
Big Blue continues to fabricate a
competitive roster with its sights set
on being Superbowl competitors.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: ROMANTIC MOVIES

MARCH 2017
MON

20
TUES

21
WED

22
THURS

23
FRI

24
SAT

25
SUN

26

ACROSS
1. BUNCH OF VIPS?
6. PARENTS + TEACHERS,
ACR.
9. SOUR MILK SIGN
13. MELTABLE ABODE
14. OUI
15. JESSICA RABBIT’S TRUE
LOVE
16. FIX A PROGRAM
17. HI____
18. ASSUAGE
19. *WHERE TOM HANKS
WAS SLEEPLESS
21. *CARY GRANT AND
DEBORAH KERR’S LIAISON
23. JACK KEROUAC, OR ____
PARADISE
24. MEDIEVAL DOMAIN
25. ROLL OF BILLS
28. INAUGURATION EVENT
30. LIKE OLDEN DAY TOY
35. BYPASS
37. ENCORE!
39. BLOOD LINE
40. COLLIER’S OFFICE
41. DEFLECT
43. INDIGO USER
44. PETRI DISH MEDIUM, PL.
46. “AT ____, SOLDIER!”
47. HINDU WRAP
48. EVERYDAY
50. EGO’S MAIN CONCERN
52. BADMOUTH

BUSINESS AND RELIGIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS: LEGAL AND ETHICAL
ISSUES
12 p.m.-8 p.m. | Rooms 750 and 760, Library Building | Free

SPRING 2017 HARMAN WRITER-IN-RESIDENCE MARILYN NELSON. A
READING AND CONVERSATION.
5 p.m.-7:30 p.m. | Rooms 750 and 760, Library Building | Free

INVESTMENT BANKING DISCUSSION PANEL
6 p.m.-8 p.m. | NVC 3-215 | Free
BETA ALPHA PSI - MARCH MADNESS PART 2
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free
PARENTAL LOVE AND ROMANTIC LOVE: THE DOUBLE DEPRIVATION OF
THE MODERN CHINESE INTELLECTUALS
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | NVC 13-150 | Free

“ROCKIN AT THE SOCKHOP” WITH MR. 50’S
1 p.m.-2 p.m. | wbmbbiz.com

53. SCHOONER POLE
55. CORN UNIT
57. *”SHAKESPEARE ____
_____”
60. *WHAT AUDREY
HEPBURN HAD IN ROME
64. CLIVE BIXBY TO PHIL
DUNPHY
65. PLAYS FOR PAY
67. HARRY POTTER’S
ANTAGONIST
68. NEOPAGAN RELIGION
69. ____ AVIV
70. SAY SOMETHING
71. *”THE ____ HOUSE”
WITH KEANU REEVES
72. *AFFLECK’S CHARACTER
CHASED HER
73. WAXING CRESCENT, E.G.
DOWN
1. AUCTION ACTIONS
2. SSHAPED MOLDING
3. *”VALENTINE’S DAY”
ACTRESS
4. DISORDERLY CROWDS
5. BATTLEFIELD ID
6. COMBUSTIBLE HEAP
7. GOLF STARTING POINT
8. ALLEGRO ____ IN MUSIC,
ITALIAN
9. RC OR PEPSI
10. TANGELO
11. BACK SEAT
12. BRUT, AS IN CHAMPAGNE
15. BASKETMAKING FIBER
20. CAMEL’S KIN

22. MARINES ARE THIS AND
PROUD?
24. WHERE JAPAN IS
25. *PRETTY ONE
26. FRIEND FROM MEXICO
27. IRAQI MONEY
29. *IT ACTUALLY HAPPENS
31. NONVERBAL O.K., PL.
32. TREE NYMPH IN GREEK
MYTHOLOGY
33. FIRST CRADLES
34. *”MIDNIGHT IN ____”
36. FOUR YEARS TO A
PRESIDENT
38. GAELIC
42. MA BELL, E.G.
45. INDIAN RESTAURANT
APPETIZER
49. HEAD OR JOHN
51. COLLAPSE A CHAIR, E.G.
54. MORDANE IN “GAME OF
THRONES”
56. OCCASION FOR PINK OR
BLUE BALLOONS
57. ONE OF THE HIPBONES,
PL.
58. *MALE LEAD IN “THE
PRINCE OF TIDES”
59. PRETTY UNDERGARMENT
FABRIC
60. HAS DIVINE POWER
61. SUBJECT OF STATS
62. SINGLE PIP CARDS
63. YESTERYEAR
64. HOLE PUNCHING TOOL
66. “LOSING MY RELIGION”
BAND

STEPHANIE MESQUITA | THE TICKER

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

GROOVIN’ WITH FUSION
4 p.m.-9 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free

ISSUE 5

BALLOON NINJA 2
10:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. | BPAC | Free
FUTURES
2:45 p.m.-4 p.m. | Subotnick Center | Free, Registration Required
BASEBALL: BARUCH VS. THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK*
12 p.m. | MCU Park, Brooklyn | Free
BASEBALL: BARUCH VS. THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK*
3 p.m. | MCU Park, Brooklyn | Free
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

Career Weeks: CIS/Analytics
Tuesday, March 21, 12:30 p.m.-2 p.m., NVC 14-250
Attend this event and learn from IT professionals how to
land a job in this industry.

INVESTMENTWIRES

Cover Letter & Business Correspondence
Wednesday, March 22, 1:30 p.m.-2 p.m., NVC 2-190
Learn how to develop and design a professional,
marketable cover letter at this workshop.
Mastering the Job Interview: Advanced
Wednesday, March 22, 5 p.m.-6:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
This advanced workshop is designed for upperclassmen to
focus on second/site interviews.
Internships: Finding the True You
Thursday, March 23, 12 p.m.-2:30 p.m., NVC 3-160
Learn more about the value of internships from your
student peers at this panel.

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Summer 2017 Editorial Intern
InvestmentWires is looking for a Summer Editorial Intern for 2017. Are you looking
to gain valuable experience
in ﬁnancial reporting? InvestmentWires is seeking a summer
intern who wants to learn about
the business of Wall Street. We
are a small trade publication
whose readers are the leaders
of the mutual fund and 401(k)
businesses.
We want to teach interns
who are eager to learn the ins
and outs of business reporting and the ﬁnancial services
business. You do not need to
have experience with ﬁnancial

reporting, but successful applicants will have an innate curiosity about how businesses work
and the initiative to thrive in a
small, fast paced, breaking news
environment.
The intern will receive experience working in a breaking
news environment, the opportunity to publish articles and
interview industry players, a
deep understanding of the asset management industry and
a chance to contribute to a
small, entrepreneurial team and
work closely with the managing
editor. Responsibilities include
supporting the editorial and

research operations at InvestmentWires by contributing articles and columns, copy editing
and cover editing.

This is a paid internship open
to sophomores and upperclassmen in Liberal Arts, Journalism and Creative Writing.
For more information, visit
Starr Search with ID 101659.

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

FUN FACT

CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS FOR CAREERS PROGRAM

Did you know that Starr Career Development Center’s 2017 Suit Up

“After you have obtained an interview, do your research about the company. The best way to do so is
to use Vault. Vault is a website that is free for Baruch Students. It provides honest reviews and accurate

for Success event will be donating all proceeds to Relay for Life?
Professional attire can be expensive, making it diﬃcult for students
to get the clothes they need. At SCDC’s annual event, students can

information not just about the company but regarding the industry as well.”

buy, donate or swap professional clothing at aﬀordable prices.

STEPHANIE LI
PEER FOR CAREER

On March 28, visit Starr Career Development Center for more
information.

